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SUMMARY 

Optioal measurements on evaporated thin films of gold in the visible 

region of the eleotromagnetio speotrum are nhown to exhibit a distinct 

free carrier plasma edge in the region of 2.3eV. 

It will be nhown that it in possible to predict the optical properties 

of evaporated films of gold in the vioible region as a funotion of their 

thickness and changes in free olectron concentration. The optical constants 

duo to free carrier effects have been separated from those due to bound 

electrons and used in computer p:-ograms for film behavior. A one carrier 

model was found a.d~quate to account for free carrier disp.)rsion with a 

• • 0-14 I * 8 28-3 relaxation tJJna of 1.5 x 1 scc found for· a N m = x 10 Ill. 

Measurements of the induoed change in reflectance, i.e. the Electro -

refleotance effeot , in thin film a of gold using the ~lectrolytic te.chr..ique 

are shown to oyJUbit ~o main featuros. Firstly the peak of the Electra -

refleotanoe speotrum occurs in the speotral region of the plasma edge of 

the thin gold filma and secondly the Electrorefleotanoe peak shifts to 

lower photon - energies as the thickness of the film becomes less than 

200 R • The dependenoe of the Blectrorefleotanoe Effect on the magnitude 

of the modulating voltage and the double layer capaoity has also been 

studied. 

A Schottky - type barrier whioh exists in a Schottky diode used 8\lcces -

fUlly for the modu.1ation of the optical propertias of a very thin film 

of gold. The measurement of the Electroreflectance spectrum of a 70 i 

thick film of gold was possible uaing the Schott~ - diode technique. 

Measurements of the E1ectro~ansmittanoe effeot in thin films of gold 

show a derivative - like spectrum e~biting two peaks of opposite sign. 

(iv) 



A nON modol is proponed to explain the obnerved feature~ of tho 

ElectrorcflootanoespBctruD of thin films of gold and previous 

plasma odge reflection modulation data of' a gold - mirror electrode. 

Emphasis is given to the faot that intraband transitions only account 

for the Electroreflectance effect in metals. 
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The effect of Electroreflectance (ER) of gold (Au) was first observed 

, by Feinleib /1/~ He had used an Au mirr'or as a working-electrode and 

a platinum oounter-electrode both immersed in aqueous 1J,1 KCI. A 

modulating voltage of 2V peak-to-peak at 35 Hz,was appliod on these 

elootrodes. The detected }dl signal,6R,divided by the D. C. roflecti

vity, R, was plotted against wavelengtho This }ill spectrum .1RjR=f(>-.) , 

exhibited a major peak at about 2.35 eV. 

Feinleib tried to explain the shape of the ER speotrum obtained by 

proposing that the observed effeot was due to the modulatio~ of the 

optioal oonstants of the eleotrol~~e.in the double layer region, 

beoauae ot the applied low frequenoy modulating ~l~otric field. 

Feinleib's quantitative results are today in doubt beoause no pre-

caution,was taken :to avoid the formation of surfaoe films or metal-

chlorida complexes or evolution and abso~on of Hand 0 on the 

surface of the Au electrodes o 

Sinoe Feinleib's observation, a large number of investigators have 

employed the same (EleotrOlytic) technique with remarkable suooess 

in eluoidating the optical properties of gold. 

The employment of the electrolytic technique for the study of the ER 

effect has ~he great advantage, of the ease with which a high electrio 

field can be created in the metal-electrolyte interface~ It is 

'-
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generally accepted toczy that the per~bation of the optical properties 

of a metal -electrolyto mterface is due to the oxistenco of an electri

cal doublo layer which providos the necessary high electl'ic field at 

. the fut'ori'ace between a metal. and a Bolutiono The term double layer 

is us od m olectrochemistry to describe the distribution of electron8~ 

rrolvont molecules. , and other apociea at the intorface bet'7een a metal 

and an eloctro~o solutiono Although the exact nature of the double 

layer is atill unknown , the consideration of the double layer m ~o 

sections; : an outer or diffuse layer and an jnner layer , seoms very 

useful. 

The foroe holding the ions in the outer layer is the coulo~bic mteraction 

between t);).e charge on the metal and the charged ions. The inner layer is. 

one or two molecular diameters in t~~ckness and the ions; here aro held 

partly b.Y coulomb~ ana partly b.Y specific forces. The theory of the 

outer layer in its simplest form is due to Gouy and Cr~pman /2/. stern 

developed more quantitatively their approa~h ~o nsider~e the model,of 

the parallel plate condenser- and ta1dJ1g mio account the diffusion of 

the charge on the solution side~ stern proposed that the ions in the 

outer layer are restricted b.Y their finite size and other factors to 

a plane (stern plane) located a few Angstroms froa the metal-electro-

13rte interface Fig. (1 0 1). 

Figo (102) repreaents the variation of potential across the electrical 

double layO! acoording to ~ta and stern's models. 

From recent,Grahame /3/, experimentoJ.. data it seems: that the above 

interpretation is not sa:~isfao.tory , and that the inner region of 

the double layer should be very oomplero 

'-
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(a) represents the distribution of potentials in Gour-Ghapman model, and 

C{J) in stern model respectively. 



Grahame improved St.ernf s model by distinguishing betl70en the plane of 

cJ.osest approach of diffuse layer iona (stern plan~) whioh he called 

the outer Hclmholtz. pIano and the position: of the c-en~es of 6peoif'i-

cally adsol'bod iOlis , the inner Helmlioltz: plar.eo Grahame..1 s; modification 

of the stern's model is the baois of current theories: of the double 

layero So the diagrnmatic; reprosentation. of the generally acoepted 

model or the double layer ift as;:in Fig. (1 0 3). 

Iro.t ono of the: present theories determines sa.tisfactory..the experimental 

data ~ and more research muat be done to help the derivation of a more 

realistic modeL 

Work:l.n:g with: S.tern;;3 model '''~he total. potential dii'ferenoe (V) in th~ 

~ouble layer i~ given ~J : 

where Vz is the potential differenoo be.tween; the motal - eleotrode. and 

tho stern plane and Vi ift the Gouy-Chapman dirru~e layer potential 

the subjeot of interest beoauae theY,are measurable quantities ~ and 

they determine the eleotrical charaoteriata of. the dourle layer ,a. fact 

nhicb holps in the: interpretation. of the obtained ER spectra of the 

metal - eleotrolyte interfaceo Differentiation of Eq. 1'01 with respect: 

to the charge on the metal - eleotrode and with the assumption of no 

speoific adsorption. (ioo. all the oharges assumed in. thu diffuse laye!') 

gives:. : 

111 
C=C'+C 

1 2. 

The double layer' capacit~ therefore is given as a series. combination. 
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of the diffuse layer oapaoity 01 and the inner layer oapacity C2 • 

It is obvious th~t C is. controlled by the smaller'of C1 and C2 0 

The eleotric fields erls:tine within the double lay~r are extremely 

large. A simple oalculation consideri..l1g the double layer oapn.city 

aa an ordina~J parallel plato oondenser eives an idea o~ the ord~~ 

of magnitude of the electric field applied by the double le-yeI' on the 

surface of theIDet~ Considering that the distance between the outer 

He~~oltz plane and the surface of the metal is four Angstrom? and 

that the applied mod.ulating voltage is 1V then the change in the 

electric field on the double layer will be E=IV/l~R = 2 X 107 V/cm. 

This large electric: field de~initely perturbs. the optical properties 

. of the gold electrode - solution :interface. The dependence o~ the 

electric fields t generated in the double layer region, on the 

externally applied voltaGos, can be seen .considering the double layer 

as; a. cotlbination of capacitanoes according to the present theories and 

experimental detno T~amura T. and c~ - worker~ /4./ have studied the 

reflectivity ohanges of gold as a. func,tion of the applied potential. 

It in: obvious from their results tha.t the optionl properties of the 

gold - n:olution interface are affected by the applied potentials and 

oonsequently the eleotrio fields present in the double layer. 

The following precautions must be taken using the electrolytic 

technique : 

I. Something which must be seriously oonsidered with the electrolytic 

technique is the purification of the electrolyte/5/.We oan oonsider 

trIo types of impuruties : 

a) oreani~ substnnce~ or gen~rallynon - ionio impurities. and 
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b) iOl1i~ impuritic.a. 

Pro - eleotrolysia" of the Ilolution b;rpa~oir..s a high current:. botween 

~. pair of platinum: electrodes, immersed ~ the electrolyto for several 

'hourG'or days purifies the solution because it removes the ionic impu

rities. Ptirified activated cbarcoal has been used for the removal of 

tho organio molecules frol:l the solution.. The technique c0118ists, in 

the ciroulation of the electrolyte througbl a column. of activated char-

coal for a period of at least 48 hours .. 

Both the above techniques have their disadvantages. , but they are 

quite adequat9~ Pro - electrolysis introduces probably traces of 

platitn~ int~ the solution. Activated charcoal must be free fron 

ioni~ impurities which probably have been. introduced durinG its 
• 

pre - treatment~ The use of bigupurity chemicals and triple di~ttl-

led water is of great advantage~ 

II. The value; of the oxternally applied modulating voltage. on the. 

electrodes of the alectrolytic cell must be le38 tr~n the critical 

on90- We difine ae critioal the value of the mcdulating volt~Go ;-;hich 

bringa the potentials: of the gold eleotrode atr. the value where the 

formation of an oxide layer start$. 

Takamura ~ T. and co-workers 14./ have studied in detail the formation 

of oxides on gold electrodes as a function of the applied potential 

in O~2 M HC104 ~ 0.5 M NaOfi and H2S0~ • According to their report 

formation of stable gold oxide begins at about + 1.1V (relative to 

sa.turated calonel. !'eference electrode , SCE ). More accura.te measure-

ments indicate. that the formation of oxide on the gold - electrode 

surface starta. at 0.96 V. Formation of surface oxidesreducea the 

reflectivity and shifts the peak of the ER spectrum of the gold electrode 

to longer wavelenths a~ they have proved experimentally • 

'. 
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The reflectivity-potential curve o~ 50~<l.·exhibits.a. linear region 

from OoOV to Oo8V relative to SCE characterizod by a. slight hysteresis. 

Consequently the value of the total applied potent~~l on the Au 

electrode ,for ER studies, must be 1038 than O.BV SC~. 

The electrolytes which are used with the electrolytic teohnique 

oontain species which are riot adsorbed on the surface of the gold 

electrodeo The electrolytes frequently used are aC],ueous solutions of 

In the main two modes of the electrolytio teohnique have been used 

to stu~ the ER effeot : 

a) Internal Reflection Spectroscopy (IPS) ,Figo (1.ll-b) and 

b) External (speoular) Refleotion Spectroscopy (ERS),Fig.(1.4a) 

The main difference between IP.3 and E!1S consists in the way in which 

the light falls onto the surface under examination. In IFS the light 

fa.lls onto the surface passing through the gold. In ERS the licht 

f~lls on ~he surface passing through the eleotrolyte. It is obvious 

that the IRS ,in contnat to the ERS ia used only with Au films 

(50 .R .:. 400X) fabricated by' vacuum deposition of the matal on the 

surface of 8. transparent glass or que.rtz. 

The normalised internal re flectivity ~~R) is. very sensitive and 

indicates small changes; in the optical properties of the gold

electrolyte interfacooThis mode yields transmission - like absorption 

s.pectra of thin surfaoe films when high angle. s of incidence are 

employed. 

Internal reflection speotroscopy .has been used wide~ as a technique 
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for the investieation of the motnl- eleotrolyte interfaoe and the 

detection-of electrode reaction product:::~ Semitrnnsparent gold 

electrodes have beon fabricated /6/, 'by vacuum deposition for the 

.. above purposes , because of their imrt)~.'tanoe to electrochemistry. 

But no one, to our knowledge, has ste'':''cd the optioal behaviour 

and specially the ER effeot of gold fDT)!') 75 - 100 Angstroms. thick 

and its dependence on. the film thiokn8ss. 

On the other hand with ERS the optical properties of bulk metal -

electrchlyte interfaces. can be studied. 

Single and multiple reflection configurations have been used in 

relation with tho ms and ERS , where a sinelo or laree l;umber 

of reflections; of the incident light beam, take place respectively, 

on the gold surface under investigation , before coning out of the 

electrolytic cell and falling on the deteotor which is usually a 

photomultiplier. 

The use of the; multiple reflection confi~Jration gives a large signal 

for 6R but at the same time eliminates the effect of the film thickness 

on the ER spectrum. Howe ver, theaingle reflection configuration does 

not eliminate this effect. 

Different angles of incident light - beam have also been employed 

but this; matters. only when polarised monochromatic light is used •. 

t.2 Ferroelectric Teorrniqu~ 

A different technique for the elucidation of the ER spectrum of gold 

has been developed by Standlero Standler , H,t. /7/ has studied the 

modulation of the refleot~vity of Au films: deposited on BaTi0
3

• The 
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ferroelectric polarization of the substrato'was ohanging (reversinG) 

repeatedly. A 60v , 35~H~ s'1.uarc - wave voltage: r.ad beon applied 

between the measured gold film and another metal film on the opposite 

faoe of the 0.02 om thiok ferroelectrio subatrato. Care had been taken. . 

to avoid stretching of the film caused by the piezoelectric strain of 

the orystal due to the modulating voltage. The great advantage of this 

method is the ease with which the ER effect at very low temperatures 

oanbe studied - this, is impossible using the electrolytio method •. 

The above desoribed method in oontrllut to the eleotrolytio nethod c~.n. 

be employed for ER studies in the infrared region of the spectrum. 

The experimenta.l ER spectrum I aocording to Stadler's measurements 

ey~ibits a peak at 203 eV and a dip at 307 eVe This technique proves 

experimentally the faot that the ER effect is not due to ohanges in 

the eleotrolyte but it is due to ~hanges on the metal surface. 

1..}, Hanse~lld Prostak 1,iodeI 

Hansen , w. and ~ostak , A. /8/ have shoMl id th computer oalou1a tions , 

based. on Hansen's formu1a/9/ for the optioal reflect&nce from a three 

layer structure that the r'eported /1/ p'eak in the ER. spectruo of l~u can 

not. be e~lained with the. aS$umption of the modulation of the optical 

constants of the electrolyte. On the other hand they have pointed out 

that the mod.u1a.tion of the. optical oonstants of Au prod.uoes a peak at 

approximately 2035 eV as Felllleib reported o The:'r results are vali d 

even if the disturbanoe in tho optioal properties of Au extends orlly 

0 .. 5 Angstroms into the goldo They. assumed for eaoh: photon-energy, that 

a 0 0 5 Angstroms: thiok surface layer of the gold - e1eotrode had its 

optical oonstants step between those of the bulk gold and those 
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appropriate to gold for a photon energy 0 .. 1. eV different froD that. 

used for the bulk gold ... They pointed out ., also " that possible creation 

of Au ch10ri(10 cOrilpounds: on the Burface of' the gold electrocle does not 

·a.fi'eot· strongly the ER spectrllr.t in the visible: ration. Their caloulations 

for a An - (chlorio.o cOr.1pound)- (KCl aqueous; solution) did not give a 

major peak in the visible reeion of the spectruL'l .• 

Developing theh' multilaycr moo.cl ,. Hansen and Prostak proposeo. that 

e. shift of the plasma edge of gold " because of tbe. applied electric 

field , accounts for the preoominant peak a.t 2 .. 35 cv. 

The plasr.la frequency of a metal is given by /10/. 

• 2. 41fN ~ 
G) p' = ..:..-..~_ 

:.t 
m 

where m* is the effective electronic mass and n the concentration of 

the free eleotrons. An inorease of the' free electron c~ncentration by 

all amount Al; proouc6s a. plasma. f'l"equenoy shift 

which displaces the plot of reflectanoeof gold (R) to higher energies. 

So; the field - induced modulation of the number of the free electrons 

proQuces a shift of the plasma edge of the metal. Ransen and Prostak 

proposed that the Fermi level is modulated by the modulation of the 

concentration ~nd that other bands are unaffeoted by the modulating 

field. A1BO they postulated that the optioal constants of the metal. 

are shifted along the energy axis by the samo fraction that (Jp is, 

shif't e do-
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Their model was ver:i.:f'iecl expQrinlentally by spoctroscopic studies 

cml)loying the internal 3no spoculnr (external)reflection spectro

Bcepy modes of the electrolytic technique, /1.1/ ,/12/. 

This semiempiricc.lmodol is physicnlly unrealistic because it 

E1SSUlnes a 10\7 frequency modulation of the Fermi level of the gold 

and generally of the metals. 

McIntyre end Aspnes /13/ proposed a. new model based on the assunption 

of' ~ field ind~lcea very thin layer transition region of' thiclmess 

d~' A J whose dielectric cor.stant varies contimlO'usly th0 value of' 

the diel€ctric constant of' the metal and the a.ielectric constant of 

the electrolyte I as in Fig. (1.5). 

Thoy defined a mean value (6'l> for the dielectric constant of the 

transition region by averaging the changes of (~E:(z)over the 

transition region. Using the assumption d« 1\ and definj.ne J the 

normalized l'ofJ.\3ctivity ohange , for normal incici.ence , as 

~ - R(a) - R(O) = RRtno~ _ 1 
R - R(O) (1.5) 

they derived the following expression ,.to first order in 

(1.6) 

All the quantities. are defined in Fig. (1.5) 
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Fig. (1.5) 

Sohematio illustration of Molntyrot a assumption. 
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Experimental ER. speotra of gold by: 1 )J. Feinloib /1/, 2)Hansen /11/ 

and 3)Molntyre /14/. 
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cOl'l'espon(ling to the electric' field. imluced changos of the optical 

con~tants of the electrolyte and the metal respo?tively. 

They have shown that the mouulation of the ionic double layer refractive 

index is not the primary mechanism respon~iblo for the ER effect of Ag 

and Auo 

Assuming that the term of the dielectric i'1.mction which is due to the. 

interband transition contribution, remains constant with the applied 

on the surface of the electrode i'iel<l', they derivecl expression shovd.llg 

the Hnoar dependance of' ~R/R on the applied field. aml the differential 

double layer capacity. 

Acoord.ing to their model ., the cha.nge of the surface carriers densi1;y 

with bhe applied field accounts for the main cnaracteristics of the 

ER spectra of Ag and Au., and the influence ~f interband transitions 

appears through their contribution to the bulk - metal part of the 

dielectric constant, which is not modulated by the applied. field as 

they have proved oy their caloulations. 

Also from thell' model comes out the fact that the quantity (1/R) (aB/dE) , 

(where E , the applied field) , is always negative over the entire 

visible and ultra - violet vravelength regiono 

Their.' experimental results verj;fy roughly their linear approxima.tion 

theory /14/, /15/. 

McIntyre and Aspnes model does not give physical insight to the mechanism 

of the ER effect in metals. The defined mean value <6"f,)of the dielectric 

oonstant; for the transition region is arbitrary and unreaHstic. It is 

obvlous /4/ that the charge distribution on the surface of tho metal -

electrode changes strong~ with the applied voltage but it is unrealistic 

to assume. the existence of a 11 step" in the density.of charges betweon 
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the metal - electroo.e and tho. electrolyte, because this chart::e distri-

buti.on cloes no'!; represent the reality. It is more realistic to assuue. 

an exponential - like charge distribution ·in both sides of the mete.l-

.. electrolyte i.llterface~ 

Cheyssnc , Garrigos and others /16/ have suggested recently a new 

interpre tation jn which the ER. effect is associated with the surface 

of the Au electrooe. Accora.ine to their model when a light - '{:ave falls 

on' the surface of the metal, the excess electrons, moved by the 

electric field of the· light wave, eivo rise to a surface current 

ilensity. Involving the above asslli:1ption in the botll:dary conditions 
• 

for the maenetic and electric fields of the light - wave , they f0U11d 

that the Frosnel refle.9tion coefficient (r) , at norma.l incidence ,is 

n -n -p, R M 

where nE i.s the refractive index of the electrolyte, nt! = n +i k 

the cotlplex index of refraction of the meta.l and p. is defined as: 

(1.8) 

where g is, the surface conductivity and is proportional to the 

density of excess electrons. When the electric :field is modulated ~ 

the fractional change in. the reflectivity R is. 

~R/ R =FAp lp. :F6n/ N (1.9) 
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with 

2 2. 2 
n +k-(12·+n) 

E 2J 2 -2 2 12, + n ) -: 4k (12 +n) 
(1.10) 

They have verifidd their theoroi:ical model ilith expcr:l..mont::.l studies 

of the ER effect of gold ) copper and silver. There are ~ of course 

o_iscrepancies betl'.'een their theoretical and experimental results • 

• 
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CP.Ap~PJm 2 - Exp1'Rn:ENTAL TECHNIqUES 

201 Pre'Oare.tion of Gold Fi1r.ls. 

The proparation of gold films is described step by step below .. Tho 

.. apparatus us eo for the prepe.ration i8. also described and emphasis 

is: given to the preparation conditions. 

2. i .• '1 The Evaporation Syst~ 

An evaporation technique Vias employed for the production of sa~ples 

of gold ·oecause of its. flexibility ano. range ot~ possible. o.eposi tion 
• 

conditions and also because basic evaporation methods are ;'1e11 

established. 

The apparatus used for the evaporation of gold is illustrated in Pig. 

(20-1). The vacuum. system is, enclosed by an 18" glass. be.lJ:.jar, sealed 

by neoprene and pumped by a standard 4" diffusion pump.. Thero fia's. 

no oold trap but the system was oapable of an ultimate pressure of 

better than 10-6 Torr. The chamber pres~ul'e was measured using a. 

1GZ ionization gange head mounted in the base plate. 

An electron gun from Varian Assooiates was used to evaporate the 

source material .. The substrates were mounted in a stainles.s steel 

frame and l;leated with a pair of 750 watt cylindrical quartz lamps 

mounted in a· reflector and heating the substrates indirectly through 

an. intermediate' s,tainlesa steel plate. The substrate holder was. able. 

to. take: up to two slides at a time .. The intermediate plate was neces-

trer'J to convert the short wavelength. radiation from the lamps into 

longer wavolengthswhioh would be absorbed by the. glass substrates. 

(See Figs. (2.2) and (2..3) • 
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1 

1. Standard 1.8" bell jar. 5. stainless: steel plate. 
2. Re:t:lec.tor. 6. Substrate. 

3. Quarlz. iodine lamps. 7. ShuifBr. 

4. Rubber seal. 8. Ele~tron ~ 
9. Evaporating material. 



Fig. (2.2) 

Evapor tion ~hamber. 

Fig. (2. 3) 

View of the evaporation unit with the power supply. 
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Subst rates temperatures were measured by placine; a c hromal - alumal 

t her mocouple on t he UPPI3l' surface of the substrate e 'l'his i ntroduced 

a small but unknown error in. determL"'ling the exact t emperatures of 

the films which werd deposit ed on t he IOVler surface" 

The thickness of t he fi l ms was moni t ore d by observi ng t heir transmis-

sion· - colour ~ I n this way t hree sequences ) of f ilms were 

made , with increasing t hickness ., Each s equenc e consisting of 6. fiJJ\15 .• 

The: thi ckness ,of some of t he samples ; was measured after evaporat ion. 

and again aft er t he experimental measurements u s i ng a Rank - Tayl or 

H.obsOIl tll£a llystep'f ~ -to verify no cha.nge of the thicknes s . But the 

thickness measurements of.' most of' t he fillns wer e made aft er the op t i ca l 

measurmen.t s s' aSi will be expl ained later~ 

The electr or.l. beam avaporating source which. was designed by . Variari 

Associat.es. Ltu.. was of the type where the electron. beam is. "oent 2700 

before reaching the target by a magnetic field perpendicular to the· 

a.irac.tiou of the beam .. 

The self' ac.calerated type of gun , se.e Fig. (2~4) , uses the. potential 

bothl to focus; the beam. and to accelerate the electrons . to full velocity .. 

The target materia] is, contained in a hearth which is made of copper 

and is . water - c~oole d. During evaporation a frozen layer of avaporated 

material is deposited across the copper surface , which insures total 

purity of' the evaporant and avoids the highly c:orrosive characteris.tic5. 

o£ IDalo/ elements; when they are heated near their vap:l.1r temperature. 

The power supply gave 5kV and was current limited at 5CbmA. This 
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electron beam 
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F i {f;. (2.4) 

Beam orie~tat2~ in the, electron gux4 

gold on .glass 

gold on er 
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Fig • 
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( 2.5) 

Sample construction. 
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gave~ a total of 2Q5 kilowatts' output in the beam. The source is capable. 

of avaporatitl€) almost any material including refr.actol'Y metals ~ and 

when. ~he problems involved in. using an electron e;un have been Unde1"-

is easy t o use and requires, only nomi.nal maintenance e 

The substrates uS0d in t his work were ]059 Cornine glass slides of 

2-.. 0 inch. diameter. They have a typical smoothness of less t han. 50 

Angstrons. and a volume r esistivity at 
(l\ 

500 C of at least 
8 

1.0 ohm -

cm .. 

Substrates were ultrasonically agitated and washed in deiouised water 

and detergent Dccon fer ten minutes,rinsed three t i.mes. in deionised 

water and isopro1 yl alcohole When' tbe vacuum c.hamber W8.S pU!U!led dOml 

to 1,0-5 torr" the substrates.. were de - gassed for fift een minutes 

at a t emperatur e too 0 · higher than the final operat ing temperature. 

The deposition sequence was as foLlows, ': 

1. A thick ring - shaped layer of Cr~omium deposited rapidly from 

a; .. carbon crucible:: at a pressure less than. 10-5 torr and a. 

temperature 2000 C.lt had been' found that if a film of Chro-

mium is· first deposited on the:: glass by a vacuum evaporation. 

then the gold film which is deposited by vacuum evaporation on 

the Chromium undercoat is safely bonded on the glass substrate. 

The thick ring - shaped layer had an inner diameter approximately 

equal to the diameter of the 0 - rings used to seal the 
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V1.indows of the elec trolytic call. That l ayer was necessary 

because it prevented the outer part of t he gold film which 

was: in contac t with the 0 - ring ,. from destruction. 

Zo The cyclic piece of tantalum u sed to give the above ri1lg 

shape wa s . taken out at thi s; s tage. 

30 An ultra thin l ayer of Chromium 3-5 Angstroms thick deposit ed 

very r apidly at 
-5 . 

and a pressura l ess than 10 torr •. 

40 The crucible with the chromium, was, taken out of the chamber . 

5 .. A. n.ew pump - down followed and the temper ature of the subst~atea. 

wa s kept for 20 minutes a t 200
0 c. 

6. A slow deposition of the gold film followed ~ when the temperature 

of the aubstrate ·r eached 30°' C ancl tLe pressure 10-6 t orr. T.he 

mean rate of deposi tioll has be..ep est ::i.ma ted at 10R/ min. The gold 

was, e»'aporated from a carbon crucible which was warmed up first ~ 

to very high temperature to release all the gaaes cont a ined ·in it. 

10 lum.ealing of the f'ilm was followed for 15 minutes ,at 3000 C. 

8 0 
o When the temperature of the substrate was. 30 C the chamber waa 

opened and a ohmic co~tact was made on the surface of the film • 

After that the film was loaded on the electrolytic' cello Fig. (2.5) 

gives: an idea of the materials. 'distribution on the glass substrata. 

The same procedure was used for making all samples, so that conditions' 

would be as near as possible the same for each sample. 

202 The Electrolytic Ce~ 

The, electrolytic cell is; made of perspex and all electrodes; are held in 

'. 
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po s ition. by neoprene a-ring seals~ The electrolyte.- was. a 0 .1 molar 

sO.lution of sodium. sulphate.- in t riple - distilled daionised water • 

The. wor king - electroda was the film. of gold of approximately 500mm
2 

area ,. whioh l~a. teen mac1.e. ac.courding to th& described l)1."Ocedure... 

Fig .. (2.7) conta;ins al. cross section and Fig. (2.8) a photograph of 

the electr olytic cell and the whole. optical sys.tem. 

Electrical contact was made to t he gold fi lm. by an indium. soldered 

j oint. " which was not in contact with the electrolyte. 

The COtUlter - electrod~ was. formed from a piece of platinum gauge 

of very high specific surfac e , . with a total 801'98. of probablJ more 

. 2 
t han. 100 cm 0 Platinum electrodes are generally used in electro-

c hemica l work of this: kindo The high surfac e area i s . r equired because 

~ double. l ayer' s t ructure also e~lst& at the st~face of this el ectrode, 

alld t he capac itance of this layer should be made large in comp~rison 

to that of t he electrode t o be studi edo 

A third electrode l~d a l s o been included in t he c ell during t he fir s t 

ER measurement8~ This was a satura t ed calomel r eference el ectrode t 

( SCE )0 Singl e el ec trole potent i a l s can be measured i~ i t i s e~urad 

t hat the t hird electr ode maintains; a constant potential dur ing 

observatiou o The ca lomel electrode may be us ed only in conjunction 

with. a high impedance electrometer to measure potentials and must not 

be allowed to t ake a current of more than 10-9 Am.ps. 

There were t wo windoVls. on the electr olytic a.eLl , one on the front .' 

and one on the back. The thin gold film was; evap orated on. the inner 

surface of the front window and a gl a ss substrate cons i s ted t he back 

window. The c.ounter - electrode had a cyclic cross - section so the 

light - beam waSi able to pass through the electrolytic cell for 
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a) The electrolytic cell. 

0) The electrolytic cell and part o~ the apparatus. 

Fig. (2.8) 
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transmittance and eleotrotransmittance measurements. 

Absorption , because of the electrolyte , accounted for a mean value 

of 2-3 % reduction of the intensity of the light beam. The 

tra.nsmittance spectrum of the electrolyte with. the two windo71s.was 

approximately flat over the working spectral region of the used 

optioal systemo Therefore no oorrections; were reguired for the tl'nnsmit-

tanoe and eleotrotransmittance measurements. 

The total oapacitanoe C T of the oell may be written 

111 
C

T 
=C~- + C

G 

where Cs and C G are the capacitances due to double layer at the 

Bold thin film and counter electrode respectively. C G is much greater 

than Cs because of the large specific area of· the: gauge and its effect 

on the total capaoitance may therefore be neglected. 

The differential capacity of the cell C T was: measured at the beginning 

using a.Marconi bridge. This unit has faoilities whioh enable the 

oscillator frequency to be externally controlled , and a bias oontrol 

to allow a standing voltage to be applied across· the electrodes while 

measuring the capacitance. 

Better results were achieved finally using a special system which. shall 

be described next. 

2.201 Capacitance Measurements: .... ....... . 

The electronic system /33/ which is represented in Fig. (2.9) was 
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finally used for thtl capacitance measuromen.ts of the electrolytic 

cell and the Schott'ky diode • 

. . The, operational amplifier eliminates stray admittances and makes the; 

capacitance readine; indeponc1ent of the frequencyo The 'network ·R 1 ' 

C 1 ' R 1 ' provides.. D ... C. neBative feedback but negligible A.C. 

feedhack at the, measuring frequency provided that C 1 is sufficiently 

large .. 

Thorefore the unkno)1n capacity was calculated from the following 

formula 

• 

Vo 
C =-0 

X V i 0 

A standard capacity \va's used for C ... V. was measured with an. electronic 
Oi l. 

volt.metcr and V was read on. the output of the phase sensitive 
. Q~ 

detector ... The value of 0 is usually adjusted to be'approximately 
o· 

the same as; the larzest expected value of C
X

• In tho. case of the. 

capacitance measurements: of the electrolytic cell the value of Co 

was: elected to be 100 x 10-6 F becaus~ it was found from the- literature 

that the double layer· differen.tial capacitance measured with a 

mercury - electrode for different solvents. does; not exceed the value 

of 100 x 10-6 F ,. /38/ .. 

Fig ... (2.10) shows the variation of the capaci~ with the frequency in 

the frequency region 10 - 100 Hz. The capacity remains; approximately 

cons~ant in this; frequency region. The value of 14 Hz was elec,ted 

for the modulation. frequency ,_ because this; was the frequency which. 

gave; the larger ER signal durinB the. preliminary measurements .• 
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It can bo soen from Figo. (2.10) that the value~ of the capacity of 

the; electrolytic ce.1l is less; a.t 100 Hz; than at 11+ Hz.. 'l'his; 

combined with. thOJ previous observation. helps us to say that the 

value of the ~'R effect depends upon the doublo la.yer capacitance. 

The capacitaooe of the electrolytic cell was; measured vlith each. film 

individually and the same approximately straight lino was found 

representins the capacity as a function of frequency. 

The volume of the used electrolytic -'solution was 20 mlt.approrima

tely .. The distance between the two windows, was about 2. inches.lont5J 

which means, that the light absorption , in the used spectral region , 

is very low ... 

Carew1as talcon ,. not to create.: any stress 01'1 the film when the front 

window with the thin gold film was mounted on the cell .. 

The us:ed electrolytio oell \'tas gas; - tight ·i. e. the 

ooncentration of the diluted gases in the electrolyte remained 

constant after the cell was; sealed hermctic.~J.ly with the UGO of 0 

The temperature of the gold - electrod.e· and the. electrolyte was 

appro:~mately 25~ C .. 

2:.2.2: Purification of the Soluti~l! 

The purification procedure was undergone each. time the gold electrode.: 

was.ohaJ:l:{3edo The cell was connected to a special pump so the solution 

was able to ciroulate through a chemically purified oharoo~l-coluwn 

for at least 40 hours. 

The large purification time and high purity of the used so lvants 
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Vias thought". to gu:u-antee the aooenoe of' adsorbable ions. , in the: 

solut:i.ono 

It wlls.necessaryto keep all the electrochemical conditions the same 

and . therefore to have only a simple capa.citance eff'oct at the, gold-

electrolyte; interfa.ce in order to study changes in E'R spectrum dua 

to ohanges of .film parameters. 

The platinum gw.ge was purified once with HzS04 ~d mm} • It was: 

cleaned in a s.tream. of triple - distilled wa.ter and dried into' an 

oven at about 300a C ,for 5 hours. 

Aa has been inaice.ted in ~hapter 1, the llUrification of the electro

lyte is; of great importance in the case of double layer studies and . 

for studing effect related vlith. the double layer capf!.citance. Even 

traces of adsorbable; species "existins in the solution, will change 

the structure of the double layer and they will affect all the 

phenomena related tOl it. 

2.} Optical System 

A pro'jector' lamp .( 1.2 V - 1~O W) was used as light source. The light 

was focused on the entry slit of a; HImER &: WAT'rS D330 Single; 

Gra.ting Monochromatoro The monochromatic light coming out ot: the exit 

s-lit of the monochromat or , was focused again. , with ordinary glas.s 

lenses onto the sample , which: was on the front window of the electro

lytic ce1l , at near~ normal incidence. The reflected monochromatic 

light felt on the cathode or a photomultiplier. 

A stabilised power supp~ \'IllS. used for the light source to give a 
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The erating which TIas used in the monochromat or had a grating 

ruling of 1,200 l/rnm covering a. wavelength range between 0 .. 3 p. ID. -1.0 rWl • 

However the speotral region of the described optical system was, 

limi ted ,botween 101 oV and 305 eV " because of the use of 

ordinary glass lens.es .. 

The monocbromator Vias calibrated ,. before any other measurement ,. 

with tho aid of a Hg - source and a pen recorder. A pen recorder 

marker unit had been built up for this~ purpose and a contact was, 

mounted into the mechanism which rotates~ the grating in the 

monochromator. 

All the mentioned elements; were mounted on a heavy optioal bench 

which was, electrically grounded. 

The whole ~Jstemwa5 covered by a special black cloth supported on 

a. metalic frame. So the electrolytiC? cell and the photomult,iplier' 

wero G.lwaY3, into dark. This was nee essal, ... ,Y for the photomul~t:iplier 

because the room light increased dangerously the dark current. For 

better results: the whole room was always; in the dark. 

204 !he Detection Sl.stem 

One of the greatest problems was the detection of the ER signal,. 

because it was superimposed on the top of a large D.C. signal. The 

problem was solved with the use of a photomultiplier ~ as optical 

transducer , which was' not saturated because of the existence of 

the large bacr...ground. 

A photodiode was used at the begining without any success. A better 

detector was necessary becaus:e the output signal was very low and 

noisy. 

.. 
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The use of' an E.l.l ... I. 9524B photoinultiplier was decidcdon after that. 

But again its limited spectral region did not permit adequate 

measurements:. 

Finally the 9558B photomultiplier'l7as used i7ith satisfactory results'. 

The 9558B photomultiplier has a S - 20 photocathode and 11 venetian 

blind dynodes having CsSb seoondary surfaoes,. 

A speoial magnet Vias mounted near the photocathoc.o: of the 9558 B 

photomultiplier to reduce the dark cttrrent and a photomultiplier housing 

was;mado ~ for safety and to support the magna t. The permanent ring 

magnet assembly mounted a~ainst the. end w.indow of the photomultipl ier 

tub8) changes: the position of the: effective photocathode. In other' \lords 

the axial line~ of the force deflect the electrons, from unused cathode 

areas; away from the dynode system so that they are not multiplied • 

Con.sequently a reduction in anode dark current of at least an order 

o£ magnitude is feasible by this method according to E.M.I.'s speoifi

cations. 

Special care was given to design the photomultiplier ~ode chain , 

because one of the basic r~quirements was the ability to measure 

high. light intensities ... The ourrent through the ~ode chain was at 

least ten times the anode current so the ~ode voltages remained 

the same. The per missible rnaximummean current of the used photo

multiplier was 1 mA • The maximum used currents were less than 

0.5 mA. 0 

Fig. (206) is. a diagramatic rellresentation of the deteotion system. 

The D.C. output of the photo~ultiplier Vias· connected to a Keithley 

high impedance electrome.ter to give the maGnitude of the background 

'. 
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sieno.1 i.eo the D.C. rGf'lectancee Tha A.C. output was connected to 

the inpu:t of' an A. C. amp1ifior. The amplified A. C. signal i. c. the 

R signal was fed into the input of a phase sensit~ve detector 

throUGh a ooherent filter. The use cif a coherent f'ilter as an inter

mediate stage ,between amplifior and phase sensitive detector was 

absolutely neoessa.ry.Bece.u5c the very low signal duo to the modulation 

. of the reflectivity of the gold - electrode was buried in noise • 

Shot noise and Johnson noise were present on the output of the 

photomultipllero 

The Shot noise was· due to the fluctuations in the rate of omission of 

electrons from the oathodeo 

Owing to the 1011 valuea of the-anode current of the photomultiplier 

met ill practicE) ,it is necessary to use high values of load resistance 

which introduces an additional source of I?-oise,due to the thermal 

fluctuations of oharge density along the rosistor. This is so-called 

Johnson noiseo 

The phase sensitive detector operates on the principle that the in -

coming- signal is; full wave rectified at the frequency of the refereno'o 

signal, and all ~)put signals exoept these having components. at the 

reference signal are averaged tci zero , the rest are full wave 

rectified and appear as a D.C. voltage propo.tional to the R.M.S. 

v01tage of the buried signal. In this way the magnitude of repetitive 

signals.whioh are, buried in noiae may be Ineasured. 

The Coherent: Filter ia a narrow - band filter!> Its oentre frequenoy 

is. established by an erlcrtml. referenoo waveform whic.h sives the 

ability to follow a frequency;" una.table signal. It normally uses 
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tho: same reference as the P.S.D. Its narrow bandwidth and wide. dynamic 

ranee- ( 100 dE) enable, the P.S.D. to penetrate: over 100 dB below 

the noise level~ 

Tho Coherent Filter- was; Brooy..deal model 467 J the PoS.D~ Brookdeal 

model PM 322A and the A.,.C o .l>..mplifier a: Brookdeal model LA. 350. 

A SC:L~Oflex: 600 ohms; output. signal generator was used. The constant; 
" 0 

voltage output was, used to give J through a 1.80' phase shifter , the 

reference signal and the variable voltage output gave the modulating 

voltage for the electrolytic cello The phase shift er" was used because 

the two outputs: of the genorator were not in phase. 

ER ~! ~a.sureflent8; .. . . 

The D.C. reflectivity and its ind~ced change due. to the modulating 

f:idd ~ was; measured for 54 wavelengths in the spectral region 

1 cS - 31> 1 eV 0 The va.lue of AR was followed by the corresponding 

gain. in dB. The data ,vas . processed by 
\ 

COr.lputer. 

The light intensity remained constant during each expe-

riment ; the light source was switched ~ on one hour before each 

experiment tu help stabilise the system. 

A light - chopper was,used ~at the beginning, for the measurement of 

the reflectivity of the gold films. But there was need toremova it from 

the light path each time the inducEdchange in. reflectivity was 

measured • A large error was involved ~ in this way J in the value 

of the ER because the position of the chopper was changed slightly 

after every replacemento 

The removal of the light chopper during the measurment of A R was 

i 

. I 
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necessary, because: it was found that the: chopping of the lieht beom 

introduced. noise in A.R signal evan when the chopping - fre.quency 

was entirely different f~o~ the mod.ulationfrequency , used for the 

olectrolytic cello 

Hence the; use of a h.1.Zh. - impedance voltmet~r VIas decided for' the 

measuroncnts of R 0 The sam~ tecimique, , for the measurement of R, 

has been recently used by LIc~tyreo 

It was found that the direct measurement of R ~ cOll1ecting an electro

meter on the output: load of the photomultiplier circuit eliminates a 

large: number of possible experimental errors. 

The ER effect in gold thin films. was studied as a function of the 

film thickness. It: was found that the ER spectrum was shifted to 

lower pho'!:on - e119rgies as the thickness of the; thin film was 

dearea.sedo 

Unsucce~attemps were made to, measure the ER spectrum of thin eo1d 

films ,. prepared according to the previously described conditions ,and 

having thickness less than 70 Angstrolll5'O For film - thicknesses of' 

about. 70 AnBstrollls a very. noiS'J and not reproduciblG signal was 

detectedo For filtns thinner than 70 Angstroms. it was impossible to 

measure ~ ER signal at the speatralregion of the plasma edge, 

with the: available: detection - systomo 

A different deposition technique: was tried ~ to examine the effeat. 

of the deposition conditions on the ER spectrum of thin gold films. 

The deposition was ta.kirgplace. when the substrate. temperature was 

about 20qo. C and not: at. 30°. C aspreviouslyo The films , which 

were; obtained in this; way bad et. bluish. color in transmitted light. 
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This, is; becaus.e such small amounts, of gold per unit area. a,epos-it as. 

discontinuous; "islands't rather than a contiiluous film /34/ ,,135/. 

The films, which ho.d boen prepared in this way did 'not exhibi~ any 

ER e:rfect. 

Thin gold films evaporated directly onto clean glass had a green 

colour in transmitted lighto The ER speotra obtained from these 

films. did not exhibit, any differense from the, ER speors or tha 

films: which had been cleposited notdirectly onto glass but onto an 

Chromium undercoat about 5 Angstroms, thick. This, proves that the 

chromium undercoat does not affect the reflectivity and ER spectra. 

It must be noticed that it has: been reported by several authors /34/, 

/35/, /36/ tha t deposition of gold onto, clean glass ',. with the 

object of making e. thin film about 200 Angstroms thick results in a 

discontinuous film or very high resistanc'e. 

2.6 Roi'lectivity Measurements 

The abso~ute rerleotivi~ of each sample has been measured aooording 

".;0 a simple teolmique... 

A microsoope slide was plaoed in a proper position between tha mono

chromator and the film , so that a.. part of that light' which Vias incident on 

the fi~ waa splitdireotly on to the cathode of the photomultiplier. 

The rest of the be:un. ,. transmitted through the splitter , VIas refleoted 

on the surface of the gold film and direotioned onto the cathod of 'the 

5.rune Ehotomultiplier as in Fig. (2.11)0 

Two measurements were taken for each, wavelengtho Ona ,. X Au ' cor

responding to the sum. of the reflected light intensities from both 

~ilm and splitter and a. seoond one ,. Y Au ,. corresponding to the light 
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intBnsity reflected from the beam splitter. 

So' , in _ tho -caso of 2: gole. fj.J.m 

(2.1) 

YAu = aI (2.2) 

where I is, the. intensity of the origina.l light beam ,. a. I the, part 

of the light intensity which is; refleoted from the splitter and R Au 

the reflectivity of the gold film ioe. the ratio of the reflected 

and incident light on the' film. 

The system of Eqs. (2. t) and (20~Q contains. three W..kn07ln quantities, 

l' ,. a , and R Au. Therefore more' relations must. be found. The same l'roc~

dura: was. employed for an aluminium mirror placed on the front of the; 

electrolytic oello One more relation oan be written for aluminium. 

X Al = a. I + (1 - a) I R A1 

where the:. refleotivity of aluminium.. ,. R Al ' has been taken i'rem the. 

literature /32/ end XAl is a measurabla quantity_ From Eqs. (2.1), 

(202) and. (203) the refleotivity of a. gold film can be calculated 

using the following formula 

Computer- calculations of R Au gave ade.quata plots, of the_ reflectivity 
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spect!'1'fll for each sample:.. 

T2da. teclmique Cavo quite 600(1 accurate 

results; , in tl.a ViOl'king ranee of the optical systemo 

It must be noticed that the dark current was neelieible , because at: 

aJ.l the precautions which. had been taken for this purpose and mainly 

because of the us;o of the; special shaped magnet on the top of' the 

photo!!1ultiplier t1111e. Consequently thure ;tas no reason to take it 

into account,. in the refleotivity oalculations. 

2( 7 Electr.o - transm:i.i;tanoe Measurements -_ ... 

Electrotransr.littance measurements. ot: thin gold films were taken , to 

hell!' tha interpretation of the ER data. The terl!l Eleotrotransmi ttance 

{E T) is; used here ta' describe the normalized induced chane;e of the 

energy transmittance of Si thin film,. i.eo AT/T. Where AT is the. 

induced change and T the transmittance. 

The electrolytio oel1 was' placed between the monocbromator and the 

photomultiplier .. So· , the light beam was fa.llil".g onto the oathode of 

the photomultiplier after nassi~ tlu'ough the elec.trolytic oell • 

Cn.l.'e: was taken to adjust the optical axis of tha electrolytio cell 

to. coincide with the light. beam, Fi6o-(2o 12). 

The resolution of the monochromatol.' was; decreased during the ET 

moasurementa becauso the width o~ the front - slit of the monocbro-

mator was larger than in the case of ER measurements. This was 

necessary beoause the only available light - souroe was of low 

enere:!. 

!he electrolyte with the gla.ss 'windows exhibited 
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s.n almost flat absorption spectrum over the entire spectral workinB 

resion-- and.' the absorption VIas about But the ~ddition of a 

thin Bold film Oll the front window increased the total absorption to 

about 60 % - 80 % , depondin5 ul)on the thickness of the film and 

the VlaveleUBth o£ the incident .. light. 

This; introduced an error in the wavelellth calculations. AlthouBh an 

error was involved in the determination of each waveleneth 7cor..lparative. 

studies', of ET or transmittnnce spectra for films with different 

thicknesses; , eliminate the errors~ This is due to the fact that the 

photon- energy.axes of the spectra of the samples contain the sams 

error at the corresponding wavelenBths. 

A Keithley electrometer was used for the measuremen~ of the D.e. 

transmittivity and phase sensitive technique for the measurement 

of the Ero 

2.8 Transmittance 

The transmission spectrum. of each of the samples was measured in 

conjunCtion with-the ET measurements. 

The adopted te.obnique for the; measurornent. of the transmittance spectrum, 

was very simple but; the obtained experimental transmission spec.tra were 

quite adequate. The ratio of the D.e. transmission with the light 

beam passinB through the electrolytic cell to' the D.e. transmission 

with the electrolytic cell removed from the ~ay of the light beam t 

was; plotted against photon en~rgy o. 

A large number of experimental errors' were eliminated by tp..kin.:r a.1l 

the measurements; in eaoh. wavelength with the e1ectrol3tic - oell in 
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ana. afterwa.rds with the oell out of the way of the light bOC-I'!. Figo 

(2012) 5hO'';8: the experimental araneemcnt for the measurement; of tho 

transmittanoe speotra of the thin i'iJ.mso 

The transninsion speotra obtaine(l for <3ifferent films: arc shovm in 

the ImIDe o.iazrams with the ET eX],")orimenta1 results , for co:nparison 

ptlrposes o 

For gold films thicker then 300 Angstroms the meaSll.1'ement of i;hQ 

tl'a.narn:i.ttanco was quite dif'ficult. The diffiou1ty was Cluo '~o the fact 

that tho intensity of the mOl1oohroma.t.i.c light should be very 10\'1 

otherwise the photo:llultipl? er would be deatroyed. Hence in the oa.se 

of transmittanoe me~.surements the aocuraoy in the J":1easurol:1ent of each 

wavelength WP..S·, the same as in the oaso of oloctroref,lcctance ~easurements. 

For films thin."ler than 300 Anestroms, the 2.bove d.escribed teohnique 

was very satisfactory beoause it gave adequate results. very fast e.nd 

nothins speoial was needed. 

Care was taken that when the cell was placed in the way of the light 

beam " a12 of the. light was pass.co. through the electrolytio cello 

This vias achieved by adjust:tne the position of the cell so that l.~he 

maximum siena1 Y!8,5 taken at a oertain wavelength. The diameter of the. 

lie;ht benm.was leas than the diameter of the window of the oell at 

the point where the eleotrolytio oell was placedo 

Consequently the reduotion of the light intensity, when the bea.m wa.s 

passed throtle;n tho cell , was due solely to the absorption of the gold 

film and the e1eotrolytoo The a.bsorption due t.o the electrolyte VIas 

ienol'ed baoause it was a1!!1ost· unique over the spectral region of the 

plasma edge of gold and also because it was 2% - 3 % only. 



Water' can be.; reduced and orldized alectrolytically with the evolution 

of hydrogen and o:xygen , res}2ectively .. V/hen the e~ectrode potential 

is: made more cathodic than the equilibrium value , which is deter

mined by the; Nerst aquatiorl /37/, the evolution of hydrogen is 

thermodynamically possible .. Conversely , lr,fdrogen is oxidized , if' it 

is present on the electrode , when tne potential is made- less cathOdic 

than the ~1uilibrium potential. 

The.: same. considerations. are applicable to the equilibrium of oxygen -

water'o 

Actually" the oxidation o£ water to oxygen generally requires; an 

appre.ciable overvoltage , and the potential may be. raised above +1.2V 

without causins any evolution. of o~geno. Tha magnitude, of the over

volta:g~ greatly varies from. ona matal to another. Likewise , the 

evolution of hydrogen may involve relatively large overvoltpeea , 

and the area of Q.ctual. stability of water extends more or less below 

- 00 8 V when the pH of' the. e1ectrolyt~ is; 7 as it was in our case. 

When no reduotion or oxidation oocurs at· the gold electrode , the 

currents obs'erved with a continuous.1y changing potential are solely 

due: t.o the.; charging or discharging of: the double layer capacity 0 

Capacity currents are proportional to the: differential capacity defined 

by dQ/dE 0 Whera dQ is. the chang~ of the: doubl~ layer' charges. 

when the potential. difference: between me.tal and electrolyte- changes 

by dE 0 Consequently double; layer' phenomena. oa.n.. be atudied in this 

way. 

Current. - voltage: curves; w.ere: taken for each sample;. individually , 
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U3.in,s a, volto.go. wave roving the Sh3J?C: of' an isosceles. triangle: .. 1'ig .. 

(2.013) shows a typioal current - voltage.: ,ourv~ :eor a thin film of 

goldo The same curvo exactly was; repeated avery 500 soc .. Tha 10\7 

currellts clurine the anodic and cathodic sweep indioate the chargin~ 

of' the double.: layer caQaci tanoeo 

An interesting eJ..'}?er iment, which verifies the fact that the d.ifi'erential 

double layer oapaci"bJ rernains approxirnately constant with the, applied 

voltage ~ was: the. measurement of the charge of the double, layer capa-

oitance as a, iunction of the. applied voltage .. 

FiB", (2.0 1.4) sho'\'1s; the circUit with. which the: ,00000E'.riment Vlas perf'ormod. 

A 600 olmts He1ipot was; use.cl as potentiomater' and a Keithley Electro-

mater was; used to. measura the: charges. 

The electrolytic oe11 capacity was charged at. the desired voltage with 

the switch of the: electromater on the: resistance range. So a. resistance 

Q~ 1000 ohms; was; involved in the cbarging circuit. When the:'voltage 

reaohed the desired value: ~ the: IDvitch o~ the: electromoter was 

turned tG the: coulomb range: and tha,ohargawas measured as soon as 

possible: , because the; rO'ading varied with the time. 

The. results: obtainad in this. way , have been plotted in Fig. (2..15). 

It; can be seen from this graph that t~e rate of the charge, in the, 

double layer'capacitanoe with voltage remains approximately constant 

batween -1 V and + 1 V 0 In other' words the double layer capaci-

tImca remains; constant: in that voltage region, since the capacitance 

is determined: by the, slope. o~ the Q - V curv~ A value of' 10X10-6 F 

has; been calculated. from the slope of that. curve. This value is four 

timea less than the, measured one ~ according to' the paragraph 2.2.1. 
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This discrepancy can be: cJ.'I'laincd in. terms of' tU!} 'fact that a.. large 

error was. involved in the measured values o~ Q. . 

This. simple; experimont. is; of" great importa.nce. becauso; it dC.tel'm.ncn. 

the; valuas or the: voltages between whioh tho valut~ of th~l modu

lation voltnga must be.: chosen when on.ly oa,Pt'tcitance - effects. are 

desired,:to account·.; for th.(t ER effect of the e;old electl'od.o.s. 

Also· it ahorTs that the double· layer capacitance. 

remains. apl?l"o::drnately constant betwoen these limits. 

2.10 Schottls:l: ~iocl<; . 

Attempts. made- to mea sur a tha ER ef'f'cct. in very thin films , with a 

thickness of' about. 70 Angstroms , using the, electrolytio technique, 

wora uruluoco.ssf\u.o ThQ) sienals were. very low and very noisy. 

A eold - sili(;on Schott..'lcy Diode was; employed anc.l better re~mlts were. 

acbiavedo The: Schott~ Diode was place.d on the; position of' the electro

lytic .cell so' that: the monoohrooatic . light. felt on tha aotive; area of 

tho Schott~ Diode: and vrea' than reflected onto· the; cathode of the 

photomul.tiplier·. 

The: ER effect: was measured for different reversa biasine voltages 

and for different values. of modula.ting voltage. ~ in the: spectral 

region 1~5 e.V to, 300 eV 0- The; sienal due.: to too I:lodulation of the. 

refla.ctivity was small and noisy, a. fact which introduced a large 

experimental error in the estitnation of its magni tllde: e.t. each wavelenetho 

The; capacitance.: of the; Schott~ Diode. was measured usine the circuit 

of Figo (2.9) J' as in the; case of the. electrolytic cell. The only 
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dif.eerEmoes: wore. that the valuQ: of Co was: changed. to C =2000pF o 

and a DoC. bias was usedo FiS-o (2:.16). shows th~ variation of the. 

capllcitnncEJ.; with. tha a.pplied DoCo' bias. and frequency. 

It: must ba noticed. that, wh.en the, D.C .. biasins voltage exceeded a 

value of' aboUt -10 V ~ the; signal due to the: modulation of the 

re:Clectivity decreased and it was very difficult to mensura with the 

available detection system. 

2.11 Thiclmons. l1e~surcments 

The thickness of. the: thin gold films used were then. measured' 

usins a. Ra.n..1c - Taylor - Hobson 11 Tallystep" • 

All the used samples; were ultrasonically agitated and washed in 

deionised water so· the remained sol.vent on the surface of the films 

was remove do So.ratche:s, were made on the. surface of each fiL'1l a.nd thEl 

measurement (l.f the depth of' the: s:cratchea. '\-'las tried at different. 

positions; on the: surface: of the film. , to· find an average thickness 

for- eech. film. 

A problem arose at. this. stage.: dua to tbe fact that gold is. a.t'softrt 

mataJ.o The problem was solved by covering the scratched films. with 

thin layer of silicon monoxide.. The: silicon monoxide was deposited 

on the gold films, by evaporation of silicon monoxide. from a carbon 

crucible: ~ usillB the evaporation apparatus which has been already· 

described.. 

The evaporation of si1ioon mOl!-o:d.do was very difficult and a minimum 

time. of 30 minutes was necessar,r for' the deposition of a silicon 
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mono:dde. film. , a.bout: 20 - 30 Ansstroms thick. 

Tho thickness; of each ~ola film was measured for' three different 

positions. The. tbre.e value.s were appro:ci.mate.lly the. l?ama. 

A rnaximtm re.1atlve error of .:!:. 10 % has been achieved for t.he. esti

mtion of' the.. magnifi ed deptr..s; of' the. scratches, and will be assumed 

for all the. values. of thickness quoted. 

Fig. (2017) contains: a tYl)ical trace from. It Talysteplt • A line. through 

the valleys has been taken as re~resenting the true sur~ace and gave 

a thickness of 500 Anzstr.o:!\so The. local spikes ma.y represent dirt and 

droplets of s:ilioon monoxide , on. the. surface. of the gold fil:n. 



Reflectance and Ele.ctroreflectance 
--* -- _. .---. ---

Thffi experimental results. of: the; measurements for the) reflectanc~ ana 

ER of. thin gold films taken. according to· the described tec!1!'I.iques 

vre:t.'e: plotted in the same graphs for cOf.l,Parison rnrposes. Fics 0 

(3.1) t (30 2) t (303) and (304) contain the ER and rDf'lcctance spectra 

of: four' gold fiJ.ms with thiclate.sse.s 100, 350 J 160 and 400 Anestroms 

respectively .. 

"i'lbat can be easily SJlP..u is: that the peaks of' the. ER speotra occur 

in. the: spectral reGion of' the pl..~sma. edge; of the gold films. Also it 

is obvious that th.e: ma~nit1.lae. of the: peaks of the. ':.'1t Srectl'a decreses 

with. inore.asins thicknru.ls .. It mus.t be noticed that Internal Reflection 

Spectrosoopy was; used. 

A moo:"e: ca.re.fcl. observation of' the; ER speo.tra will lea.d to the conclusion 

that· the: thic1mess affects the:. position of the. peak of the ER spectrum. 

Fig" (305) contains' the ER spectra of three gold films. different only 

in thiclmeaso It: is obvious tn..'lt the peak of the; ER spectrum shifts to 

1o\ver' energies, as: the thickness de~reasas'o The: oru.er· of magnitude of 

each. peak in Figo (305) is. as follows: for 190 Angstror:ls 2 x 10-4 , 

for' 320 Angstroos: 8 0 8 x 10-5 and. for 420 Angs.troms 209 x 1 0-50 The 

tbrea curves, have been drawn in that way for, demonstration purposes. 

The:: correspondinG plasma.. edges have been plott.ed in the. same, grapho 

Figo (30 6) shows that. the; plasma. edge: of the eold films shifts to-

lower energies; as the thickne:ss of the films; decreases. 
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Refleotanoe spectrum as a function of film thiokness. 
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An. atteopt was made to measure tha }::R effect as a .func:tion or the 

magnitude and the frequency of the modulating voltage .. The results 

have been plotted in. Figs'. (307) a.ml (3.,8) r.1spent-tvely. 

An j~portant result arises from Fig. (3.7) ; that the magnitude of 

the J\R effec~ increases linearly with increasing modulating voltage. 

The linear variation of the .ER '7ith modulating volta.ge occurs only 

between OV and 1 V peak. This is. in accordance with previous 

measurements. of the electrochemical behavior of the electrolytic 

cell .. 

Thus the magnitude of tho' ER effect varie..s linearly with the modu

.lating voltage in the region where simple capacity effects are involved 

and account for the observed ER spectra of gold films •. 

The trequency dependence of the magnitude. of' the ER effect for three 

thin gold films is sho\n1 in Fig. (308)0 Tha magnitude of', the BR 

e~ectremains approximately constant over a. wide frequency region 

(10 - 1000 HZ)o 

302. Transmittance and }nectrotransmittance 

Figs'. (3 .. 9) ~ (3010) and (3011) show the transmittance and electro

transmittance sl?ectra tor three films vlith thicknesses 100, 160 and 

350 .AIle;stroms respeotively .. These are the same films ol which the ER 

spectra have been discussed previously. 

It can be s:ee1'll ,. in these fisu:res ~ that the electrotransmittance 

spectrum exhibits tw~ peaks of opposite sign. A large negative peak 

occuring in low photon - energies and a small positive peak occuring 

at about 2.5 eV. The two peaks correspond to the two edges of the 
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transmittance. spectrum ... 

The electrotransmittance spectl'a of three fllms have: beell plotted in 

. the same; graph. of Figo (3~ 12). Curves, 1,.2. and 3 oorrospond to films 

with thickness, 320 ~ 420 and 190 Angstroms 0 In the case of eleotro

transmittance it seems that the negative. only peak shifts to lower 

photon enorgies, as the thickness of the film decreases. The position 

of the. small positive peak does not seem to be affeoted 1~om the 

thickness of the filmo 

Another interesting feature of the electrotransmittance spectrum is 

that the magnitude of the peak does not change ve~ much with the 

thickness of the film ,- as happens in the case of electroreflectance. 

Figo- (3.13) contains- the transmittance spectra which correspond to the 

electrotransmittance spectra of Fig. (3.12). It is obvious that the 

peaks of the transmittance spectra do not. shift with: changing film 

thicknesso However the two 11 edges!' becorne less sharp as the thickness 

decreases. and the' points of the spectrum. , vlhere the trans:nission 

starts rising again ,shif't to lower aJ?-d higher photon ener6ies 

respectively ... 

In the cas~ of very thick film, the transmission spectrum does not 

exhibit any substantial fe~ture and the electrotransmittance signal 

is ver~ weak r if not zero. 

It must be noticed that the electroreflectance spectra of the same 

films, exhibit only one positive peak at the speotral region of the 

plasma edge. 
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The. ER s:pectruI1 of a ·Urd.n. gald film with a thickness of about 70 

Angstroms i:1' shown in F1Co (3" 14). The: reak ot' the l>:R spectrum' occurs 

at a:bout·a.e eV when no reverse D.G .. bias is appLi.Arl on the Schottk:y 

Diode. 

Jneo. (3015) shows the ER spectrliL"'l. of the s~c Schottl:y Diode \"lith a 

reverse Dc>C" biasing voltaze of 3V applied on the diode. The peak is 

sh1.fted to lovler enArgies a fact which was expected. Sm:\ething 

interesting eRn be seen ; tho; increase. of the reverse biasing 

voltage. reduc.es. tbo mae;nitude. of the peak of the BR spcctr1.lr:J.. 'lIW.S. 

is; ~..r accordance to Fie.. (2016). 

~ha capacitance of the Schottky D;iodo remains. consta.nt; over the 

f-roquoncy region 25~100 Hz , but its; value deCl'eases with increasing 

reverse; D .. G .. biasing voltage a fact which. affects the mag11itude and 

the shape of the ER spectrum of the thin gold film~ 

Although. a; large D .. Go- bias was applied ,. the }~ peak does not. seem 

to shift very- much. to low~ energies • Thi& is; -occause the Schottlty 

barrier oapacity decreases and consequently the electric field applied 

on the in.terna~ surface of the gold film. ;loes not change appreciably .. 

Figs~ (3016) and (3017) 'show how the. magnitude of ER effect: varies 

in the casa of the gold - silicon Schottky diode, with the f'reCluency 

and magnitude of thamodulation voltagarespectivelyo 

A modulation s.ignal of 1V peak - to: - peak a.t 50 Hz was used to 

obtained the ER spectra of Fi,gs. (3.14) and (3.15) 0 
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CHA.P.I'ER 1:_ - ILi'l'j:;Hpm~TAT:wn OF 'rIm gXPi;;H.JJJEN'l~\I, H::;STJLTS ...... ~--------- - - . ------------ -- ._-

Tho }3ahaviolll' ef.' }nlJctrof'1!J.qne:tic ,,/aVElS a.t an Tnf;ortace. ......... ___ "'4 __ Ir • __ 

'l'he: transmission of visible lieht tlu'ough a conducting oedit.1U and 

the betmvior of such raCtia.tion at. the interfaces between different 

media are. aspects of the; general behavior of electromagnetic waves 

which are eOyernEul hy Maxwel.1!s field e<luations .. 

A vrava incident at an interface. (a plane boundary between t-.70 phases) 
. . 

is partly reflected and partly trans~ittedo The Fre~nel 's e~uations 

ensure cont:LnD_~J of' tha tart..gentia.lconponents of the. electric and 
• 

the; magnetic field at the interfaces and they giva the ratios of tha 

amplit-udes. of' the: incii1_ent ~ re:f.'lf'.cted and transClitted vraves. 

The Fresnel's formulas for- the conplex rei'lection and transL1ission 

coefficients at an interface; between two hoooseneous isotropic I:I.edia 

j and. k for perpendicular !,olarization and perpendicular incidence 

are; /17/, (light being incident f'rom pr.ase: j)~. 

~ ~ r jk = 
nj + ~ 

tjk 
2iij -

nj + ~ 
(lr.2 ) 

The: .magnetic pcrr:eabilities. of the. media are taken as uni~J for the: 

visible region of tha spectrum.. iij and ~ era the: cooplex indexes 

of refraction of meuium j and k respectively and are generally 

defined as -n = n - jk. 
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'l'rhere n is its real part and k the: exHnction cocff'icient • 

. The: ab6ve~ quantitlcs can be, expressed. in' :polar forul as 

w.here: ~., and t~k represent the; phase. changes on ref'leotion and. 
JK . J . 

tranm'Jission rospective1y for- perpendioular polarised lie;ht .. 

The; phasa changes on re:f:'l~tion and transmission will be always IJositive 

( O~~k~ 2n), be.caus.e we. assume. the. time dependence of: the field as 

exp (+ jUJt) , a.nd the-<J are. given by the followiOZ relations 

0jk = tan ~k f'"' . -1 [ Im (~. )] 

Re (r.k) 
J 

['" _ -1 [Dn (tjk~ 
O'k - tan 

J Re (tjJ 

w:i.th the: aid of Fresnelt S ooof'ficients !le can oaloulate the energy 

re:tle.ctanca and transmittar..ce at an interface as 

-. i where r jk s the: complox conjueate of r jk .. 
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40'2:. Re£lectanca ana Tronmnittance in a Thin Fil::l _... M.. _ ____ . 

Consd.der a system consistinG of two interfaces 1 and.. 2. This is 

the; cas a of: a. thin fiJnl with a complex refractive index ii = n - J"k 

mounted on 0;. subst!'ate with. refractive index n 0 The; alect!'omae;netic 
. 0 

wava falls on to interface 1 coming from the phase with a re1~active 

index n , Fig(4o 1) 0 
o 

Uultipla ref'lections take: placa at· the. surfaces of' tha filmo The 

anlpli"tuda or tha directly reflected .7ava is given by a r1 ' where a 

is the amplitude: of th.e. incident v;aveo InternAl. reflection complex 

coci'f'icicnts. at. the; top and bottom. sur:f.'aces. respectivelly , are given 
• 

by r'1 and r 2 0 The.: transmission complex coefficient: into the top 

surface: is given by. t1 a.nd the: transmission cot:lple..">C. coef'ficients 

out. of the top and bottom surfaces by t' and t2. respectively. The 

pDase:- chane~ on one: traversal of' the film. is 13/2. Where 

B = 2 CJ)i1n/c - 2. jWdJslc 

Renee: the; amplitud8) of the: r-ei:lected bea.nl rela.tive to the incident 

beam is 

6jm11~ly for'transmission 
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t : t'1 t2 exp. (-jE/2) + t 1t 21."Zrt
1 exp(-3jB/Z)+t1~2.r~112 exp(-5jB/2)+o ,0 Q 

, 
r 1 + r 1. :: 0 

Substitution of th~ last: two, reJ.ationships into Eqs (4.8a) Bnd (4.9a) 

gives; 

r= 
r"1 + r 2 ~ ( - J"B) 

1 + r 1rZ. e;x:p ( - J13) 

t1t2 aAp (-jD/2 ) 
t= . 

1 + r 1r 2 exp (-jB) 

where r is the oomplex ooeffioent: fO,r the reflectanca and. t is tha 

oomplex ooaffioent, for· tha transmittance: and. r 1 t r 2 t t1 and tz 

are: given by 

-n .. n 
o 

r =-----
1 n + n 

o 

2n 
t1 = ()\_ 

n + n o . 
and tz :: _ 2ii 

n. + 1), 



a 

no. 
1 t 

n= n - j k d 
I 
I 

2----~~--~--~--~~--------

• 

]I i g • (4.1) 

1 
n 

Fig. (4.2) 



Phases 1, and :) have been assumed non - absorbing ~ so that 

2n 

t1 t z =- • no +XT,CL ( 1 + ~ 1r 2) 

Hence; for a three: pr.ase system 

t= 
2n 

o 

r= 
r"1 + r 2 exp ( - jB) 

1 + r 1r 2 exp ( - jB) 

The: anergy reflectance ~ R, is 

, 2. 
R = r r* == Irl 

The: energy transmission , T, is 

oxp (-j:B/2) 

~ n L 2 
T:- 0 t 0 t* =-Itl 

Honce ~ 

R= 

no no 

r 1 + r 2 exp (-jB) 

1 + r 1r 2 exp, (-jB) 

2 
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(4.8b) 

(4.8) 

where r 1 and r 2 are: the Fresnell s complex coefficients for 
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the; intcrfaoe.n: 1 and Z respectivolly,. and n = 2.wd(n - jk}/C 0 

Where; d is the thiolmess of the f'ilmo Ext,.?andine (408) and (409) 

(40 10) 

wh.ere: ~ = 2wkd/ 0 , is an absorption oonstant. d is the thickness 

of the: filnt 0 lr11 and I r21 ' the moduli 

amplitude re£leotion coaffiai~t era given by 
..1. 

Ir11 
[(no - n)2 + k

2 r 
= 

'( )2 2 n + n + k 
0 

1 

[ 2 2 r Ir21 
(n - nJ Z + k

z 
.--

(n + nJ + k 

<P and e are given by 

of' the. Fre sn01 

(4.12) 

(4..13) 

(40 14) 

(40 15) . 

Tlher~ bi ~ S'i the: phase angles. at interfaoes (obtained from. the 

appropriate Fresne.l. coefficient) are given by 

~ . ~ ~,[ 2nok .]. 
.0,1 = "" a. n . ---=---:~---n 2: . 2 k2 

o - n -
(40 16) 

'1 
I 
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cv -1 
'02 = tan ] (4.17) . 

(4.18) . 

where; y is the frequency of the incident wave. 

40201 The: Phase: Andes . .. -

Compared to the incident: light ~ the phase: change.: ~ in equations 

(40 14) and (4015) in clearly a 18(; ~ since physically it is intro6.uced 

b'<J the finite time which the light takes) to traverse the film twic'e. 

However the phase.: changes ~i and. S 2. are ambiguous since equations 

(40 12) and (4.13) both have two solutionso In order that the correct 

values be assigned to S'1 and ~ in equations (4.1J~) and (4 .. 15) ~ it 
is: necessary to consider carefUl~ the reflections at ouch face of the 

For simpli\}ity numerical solutions of equations (4.14-) and (4.15) are 

rostric:ted to values between 0 and 1T 0 

To determine if' bi lies between 0 and 1T , it is. convenient. to 

make k small and investigate the effec:t of making n<n and n>n 0 
o 0 

The reflection coefficient is>definod in these circumstances as 

n - n 
lli exp(j~) = _0_, _ 

nO, + n 
(4. 19) 

Therefore if n <no one 'Would expect ~ =0 , i. e. zero phase change , 
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and if n"> none Vlould axpeo:t S':; 1t 0 For absorbing materials 
o 

i-{; htLs. been shmVtt tha't 

2kn 
tan b 1 = ----...;;o~---2.,..

(n - n){ n + n) - k o 0 

(4. 20) 

When k is; small and n < no -. then tan S- 1 is small and positive, 

it is c:qJected to have a valua near to zero ) p.nd b 1 mus1; therefore 

lie in quadrant; A. o-f Fig. (4.30.). If n)n o thantanS'1 is 

small and. ne{5ative • it is. expected to have a value near to 1T anD. 

11.;; m\.1s:t: the:t'ai'ore. lia: in quadrant. B cr:t figur'e: (403a). It is clear 

• 

(a) (b) 

Fig. (4.3) 

The Cluadrants in which lie (a) the pnase slrift hi 

(b) the phase shift 62 

from this al'euntent that S 1. lies between 0 and 1T 0 

('-' .2n t k 
tan 02. = ----.....:;.-----

(nL - n) ( n L + n) - k
2 
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(40 22) 

Using tha same; argument, as before , one., 'Woula. G.XJ2ect g' ::. -rr if' 

n
L
> n , and S = n if nL<n 0 However in this. case when n < n L 

tan?; 2 lies; in quadrant: D. ~,;nd when n> n L tan b 2 lies 

in quadrant C of i'icure (4.3b). In thin; case therefore b2.lies 

b~:ti1'1een iT ar-d 21T 0 Since all l?hasa ene1os. are required to lie 

betvreen 0 and TT it, is neoe.sse.ry to' add TT to S2 to satisfy 

this cOJ;"!dit::l.o1lo 

. Therefore put 

in equation (40 14) and (40 15) • Tho. rei'leetanca of an absorbing 

filn ia therefore given by. ECJ..o (40 10) with 

cp = ~2 -S'1 -~ + Tt 

(~26) 

computer calculations for the reflectancQ and transmittance of a gold 
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R=fCE) 

Caloulated re~leotanoe speotrum 
of gold as a funotion o~ ~ilm 
thiokness. 
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Calculated transmittance spectrum 
of gold as a function of film . 
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film 'gave the. curves of' FiGs. (404) and (40.5). 

Fi5 .. (4.11-) shoITs:the; refleotances· changos with photon - energy a.nd 

film - thiclcncss I and FiG. (Jh .5) shows how the t:t'ansmittal1ce changes 

with photon - energy and film thicknoss. 

The thickness of' the film af'fects very strongly the reflcct?.nce ant;' 

transmittance s;.?eotro:o As i;ho thic1meas decreases ITem. 1CCQ llX.gst-rc~r.s 

-t;o 50 .Anzs:trorns the plasma. edge of the gold. film bec.omes less sharp 

and moves. to 10\1131' photon etlereie!3. 

This, :i. 5: in very ~ooa aercc.nent with tha: experimental results. 

: As the- thic.lmo3s of the filn increases froa 50 Angstrons to 1000 

Angstroms the transm1.ttance bocooe3 lower. m~t:: is interesti.ng to 

note. in this. Olll'Hll ia that· the position of the peak of the trl?nsmitta!1ce 

spectrum does not chan3c with the thickness. Only the ,art of the, edge 

which. lies, a1;. tIll)) low photon - energy reeion shifts to 10Yler energies 

as the thickness of the film c..ecre.fl.Ses. This. a~a.iLt is; in vory goed. 

agreement with the experimental results. 

The values of the refra~tive index and exti~ction coefficient used 

were taken 1'1'00 /19/0 See Fi~,(~.6). 

403 Optical Pronerties, of Gola 

In. the: previous; c'hapters we have derived relationships; which connect 

directly measurable quantities with optical constants 0 The optioal 

constants', n a.nd k describe optica.l properties of a material. 

The rer.raotiv~ index n determines the phase velocity of a mono

chromatic light beam propagated in a medium, beoause n = c/u , 
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where c is; the velocity of ligh~ in free space· and u the 

phase velooity in the medium" 

On the other hand the; extinction ooei'fictent k aocounts for the 

energy - loases of the propagated. liGht a.nd. determines tl!o absorption 

of' the: material" Fi80 (4,,6) shm75 ho';} 

energy" 

nand k chanse with 

These. two mo,croBcopic quantities are relatec. to microscopic prol'erties 

of' the materials'. In the case of' a good conductor nand k can 

be expressed as; a function of the free collision time of the electrons 

the: lattice dielectric conste.:lt and the eleotron d.ensi+,y. The Drude 

'model , /29/ ) relates n and k with the above mentioned q,uantities. 

It i~ applicable to free - electron metals and inoludes intraband 

transitions .. Where an intra'be.nd transition. is taken to mean the tran

sition correspond ins to the optical excitation of an electron frOD 

below the Fermi energy to another state above the Fermi energy but 

withln. the S3.111e, bando There i5 no threshold enerBY for such transitiou5. 

The eritirion which determines whether a metal behaves. like an ideal· 

free - electron metal or not is the exhibition of a sharp decrease 

in reflectance at the plasma fl'equency fact which identities the 

plaSI:l.13i resonancco 

In the context of optical studies I the plasma re50r~nce refers to 

an externally forced collective oscillation. However plasma resonance 

involves the motion of many electrons, movir~ in phaseo 

The DAme "plasma resonance" arises by analogy with ionized gases , 

in which th~ same phenomenon occurs:.. Indeed within the. free electron 
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appro7.i~~tion electrona in El metal are an eloctron gas cMbeded in El 

materia1 of dielectrio constant· eL 0 

This is not El. true plasma oscillation. because it dies.: when the external 

el.octromaene·liic drivinS force vanisheso 

The true plasma oscillation is a cooperative; collective oscillation 

that persists. even after tha extornal field is removed .• 

Gold exhibits' the characteristic decreas:e of reflectance (i.e. plasmll 

edge) at the plasma frequencyo Scr the Druo.e model is applicable in 

this caseo 

The predictions of Drude's model fo~ the; interaction of radiation with 

free charee oarriers are that the real and imaginary parts of the free 

electrons. dielectric constant er ' are given ~J 

Im ~f"::. 2nk ::. 

where 

Ne
2 

1 1 
-~---.. -~.-..~,... . --
'm$ meo CL 

,.,2 -2 
\.U +'l: 

(4.28) 

Y{harQ) CL may diff'er from. un~~J because of local field effects a.nd 

core:. polarizationo Band structure effects: are 'included by using an . . 

effective mass. ,. m * t in th.ese equations. , rather than using the· 

free - eleotron mass , m et 



With. the: aid of these t\,10 relationships; i:r nand k are, kr.own, 

the free, collision time and the lattice dielectric constant. can 

be founde> 

~ 2 
- k 

2 J = eL - '?: [2 n kW] 

Fig. (407) shows the behavior of n 
2 

- k 
2 

against 2 n ko-The 

optical cOn3xants; for gold are taken from /19/0 Tha intersection of' 

the atraie;ht line with orhontal axis eives e L ::. 20 and the 

, slop e of the straight line bi ves 1: = 1. 5x 10-14 sec. These values' 

wi..ll be used, to make approximations in the derivation of the mathe-

matical expression of our modelo 

These extrapolatod va.lues can ba used in the visible part of the 

electromagnetic spectrum where the plasma edge of gold exists. However, 

these values are ~ approximate becausothe optical constants used 

have 'i:?een: measured for a thick film. of gold.. But they still can be. 

uaed for compara.tive studies of thin gold films prepared under certain 

conditions. aa described in section (20104) 

The plasma frequency of gold lies in the visible ,. spectral region , 

where; W'1: >">1 0 Consequently from Eq. (4.27) 

'.Re 
_ 2 2' W 2 ' 
E l' = n - k' = EL ( 1 -~ ) 

W 
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The plasma frequency is defined by 

2· 2 . 
n - k =- 0 

and 

2nk « 1 

From Eq. (4-02.9) n=-O when w::. W 0 Thus at the plasma frequency, 
p 

n::. 0 which indicates, an inf'inite; phasE velooity.nnd. an ini'inite 

wavelength 0 For an infinite wavelength many of' the eleotrons nay be 

oscillating in phase. However ~ there is, no polarization charge dcnsi~ 

as with a tro.c plasma oscillatio~ 

, Since the phase afl..gle between the 15 and H vectors, given by 
• 

t a. n-1 (kin) , is, lWW 90° , the.: Poynting veotor'is zero, and no 

energy is propagated into the oaterial 0 As we have assumed no losses , 

this clearly meaus that the: reflectivity is; unity. 

The reflectivity of a gold ~bient interface is given by 

( n _ n )2. + k 2 

R = 0 2 2' (4.30). 
(n+n) +k _ 0 

where n. and n - j k o 
ara the refraotive indices of the ambient 

material and the gold respective~o 

Subs.tituting n ~ 0 Eqo (4030) gives 

R =.1 

Hence at the plasma frequency the energy reflectance is 1. From' 
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Eq. (4030) it oan. be seen that 

when bith n = n and k = 0 0 Substituting theso values. of n and 
o 

k in Eqo (4029) we find that the refleotance becomes zero uhen the 

frequenoy of ~he incident electromagnotio radiation is 

As and the frequency , for whioh the reflectar£c 

ift zero ,. is approximc.tely the plasma frequency. 

So' as, the frequenoy of' the incident electromagnetic radiation increases 

from c.o to W the reflectanoe fa.lls from 1 to O. This sharp 
po, 

decrease of the reflectance , near the plasma frequenoy , determines 

the plasma. eage of the gold, Figo (4.8). 

I~must be noted ,that plasma resonanoe ,unlike resonance absorption, 

has a finite frequency width even when no energy loss meohanism is 

invol.vedo From Eqo (4031,) • the ohange from zero to 100 % reflection 

take~ place in a frequency interna~ 

As a oonsequence plasma resonance effeots due ,to electrons, in a 

completely'filled energy bend 'can be obsorved even though suoh 
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olee-trollS cannot contribute to the D.Co conductivity of the materialo 

For a glass substrnta having a. refractive index of. about 1.5 the 

reflectance should rj.se from zero to unity f'or a chanse in l'111velene;th 

of only 3% givine a she.rpe chare.cto!'istic reflection edGe. 

In. practice the rei'lectiyit;>r never reaches unity as. n never soes 

to zero .' end it is therefore not possible to c..etermine the plasma 

frequency· directlyo Honever J the refraotive index eoes through unity 

and even in lossy materiala there is a fairly sharp reflection 

nrl.nimura. whioh may be used to evluate the plasma frequency. 

This, is of oourse the ideal case when there is no dampine term. In 

'the presense of the dampins term; i.eo in the presense of the mean 

free time be~1een electron collisions , the plasma edge is determinod 

again by the plasma frequency and the f're.quency where the reflectance 

falls: to a minirnumo 

The difference ia that the plasma edge in this case has a smaller 

absolute slopeo It is not nearly vertical as in the ideal case VIe. 

have e~mined • Curve (b) of Fieo (40 8) represents the plasna edee 

when the mean free time between collisions is taken into account. In 

this caso the minimum of the reflectance; occurs above the plasma 

frequency. 

The use of plasma edge reflectance measurements in the past has been 

confined ma.in1y to the d.etermination of carrier concentration~ 

effective mass at the surface of a metal or semiconductor speciment 

or the scattering time, /18/ ,. /28/ ,/29/ and /30/ • 

As it has been shown the ER spectrum is based on the reflectance spectrum. 



sua sped.ally on the :pl:lsma edse:" So the de.tailecl stuo.y of the pla.stln 

edge of goB. will enabla 11. better unclers,tandine of the nature of the 

The e.quations civen above 8re invalic1 if' tho mean free path of the 

oleotron (I'.'hich is: deterf,1inocl by the mean free collision time) 

beoomes creator t11an tho skin deptho Under these com1.itions the 

elootrons intere.ct~_ng with the re.di8.tion field have sufficient 

collisions to remain in therma.l equilibrium with the burt:: of the 

olectrons or the lattioeo 

The class1.cnl sldn depth can be calculated fro::l EC!.· (3.18) antl 

(30 19) with the assttt1pt:i.on that at sufficient 10\7 frequencies and 

hie;h purity the lifetime is determined by electron - phonon sca tte-

rineo III other words the olassioal skin depth is expressed in 
-

term::; of +,ho ordinnI"'J Do C. oloctrioal CC!itl.ucti7ity I when 6)"l:.« 1. 

For .ro"'C ~1 it is not oorrect to use the DoCo electricalcono.u-· 

ctivityo 'rhe usc of thf) Do'Co electrical oonduotivit~r • The use of 

the DoC. eleotrioal conducti'lity implioitly assur.les that the eleotric 

field actine on an eleotron is consta.nt for several life times. That, 

is , Ohm's law requires equilihriutl • Equilibrium is established by 

eleotron - phonon oollisions , and it requires several of those events 

during the period of one oscillation of the eleotric field. 

Deriatiotls-. from Ohm's law that OCCllr when the eleotric fielcl varies 

e.,Ppreoiably clurins a time 't::: ,that is. when (.0.)"1::. / 1 , are. 

easily handled. At this frequency region Ohm's. law must be modified. 
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J,. complex conductiy5.ty must 1)0 used 'l7hJc:b is re1.'!.tf3rl to the Do C. 

ooru1uctivity accoraine to 

6- = 6 / (1 - jCU't:.) o 

The nlectrons now move accortlln~ to the electric field of the incidont 

radiation bu·t they "rel'1omoer" the el0ctric field at earlier times 0 

That is ) the inertia of the eleotrons lel).o.s to relaxation effects. 

Drt1.do' B model of notal:'l incorporates these relaxation effects into 

the moo.el by means, of the oumpine term 

The nature , then , of the interaction between photons and electrons 

in me,tals', cha.n~es with inoreasinz frequency and electron frer.~ collision 

time 0 

Attho hiSh frequencies inertial effects of the electron becooe 

ir.lport(!nt; Th~.B is ths relaxation region" Here , the electron suffers 

many oollisions within the skin depth , but the eleotric field of the 

inoident electromagnetic radiation also oscillates many times between 

col.lisionBo 

As the radiation f·requancy increases the electrons respond to tho 

oscillating electrio field c.s free - eleotrons. , only occasionally 

unc1ergoinc e,; collision 0 Thus the eleotrons act to screen the external 

£"iol,t , so the reflection is high and the ab~orption is. negligibleo It 

must be noted that absorption ~re,refers to the fraotion of the 

iroident light absorbed , not to the absorptio'n coefficiento 

At'very hieh frequenoies , the reflectance drops and transmission is 
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dOr.'linat o "170 have seen already that transmission ,taken place above 

the pl::l.mna fretluencyo ~hen thore is no . longer a skin ef'fec t. ~ran3rni5-

5io11 also occUJ'S below the plazma. frequenc:,r if' CI.»> Wp
2 

1:. This 

follows, from. gClS. (ho27) and (40 28) if W1:» 1 , for then , 
2. 2 n - k = 1 and 2: n k = 0 so that the reflectanoe and absorption 

approach zero. 

The theo1'itical reflectanoe curves predioted by Howson /18/ have 

14 been rccompu'ted over a different frequency range 3.0 x 10 Hz-

907' x 10 14 Hz, corresponcline to the photon - energy 1'oeion 1.21 .. eV-L.oV. 

N/ n~ was, eiven values of 1,},5,8 all x 10 28 m - 3 and 

given values 10 5, 300 , 70 0 all :x: 10-14 sec. 

was 

A. lattice dielectric constant of 20 Tlas assumed which corresponds 

to goldo 

The film. was assumed 50 ~" 150 X , 300 R thick and. to have a non-

absorbine substrnta of refractive index 105. The refractive index of 

the non - absorbine anbient was assumed 10330 

Given in Fie;s'g (4.9) are curves of reflectance variation with the 

above parameters. These curves are similar to those giv~n ~J Howson 

/ 18/ although the frequency region j,s different ... 

A rise in the value of N/ m* for the material has the effect of 

shif'tine; the reflectance minimum to higher frequencie3~ i.e. to higher 

encreies. . 

A deorease in the value of the mean free collision time has the effect 
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Fig. (4.9 - A ) 

Computed valuos of the real refraotive index for values of U/m* of 1, 

8 1028 -3 • 2 1 1028 -3. 3· .3 1028 -3 I. 5 1028 - 3 x m., - , . x m, I. X m; 'f-, X m I 

shown 0.5 a. funotion o.f frequenoy for a value of 't of 1..5 x 10-1~ .• 
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I 
"1.000 

'Cl 
Conputed valuos of the real refractive i~dex for values. of N/m of 1 " 

8 x, 10
28 

m-3 ; 2 , 1. x 10
28

, in.-3 ; 3 , 3 x 1028 m-3 ; 4 , 5 x 1028 m-3, 

shown aB: a flIDotion of frequenoy for a: vaJ.ue of 't of 3 x 10-14• 
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'..., cr:n -.x. liJU' 

Computed values of the real refractive index for values of N/m* of 1, 

28 -3 . 28 - 3 28 - 3 28 -3 8 x 10 m: ; 2 , 1 x 10 m ;3,3 x 10 m ; ~ J 5 x 10 . m J 

shoi'm as a. funotion of frequency for a value of t't: or 7 x 10-14• 
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Fig. (4.9 - D ) 

Computed values of the extinction coefficient for the range of N/m* 

and ~ used for the refraotive index in Fig. (4.9-A) and using 

equival~nt indentifying symbols. 
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.GGO 2.CiGO . '-1. eGO 

ENERGY (EV) 
Fig. (4.9 - F) 

Comr>uted values of the extinction coefflcient for the range of N/m* 

and re: used for the refractive index in Fig. (1 ... 9-C) and using 

equivnlent indentifying symbols. 
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I 
4;000 

Refleotanoe resulting from. the oomputed' values of the refractive index 

and extinotion coeffioient ,Biven in FiB. (4.9-13) 'for film thiokness ef 

d = 50 i . 
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F i s. (h. 9 .- I) 

Refloctanoe resulting from the oomputed values of the refraotive inoex 

ana eA~inotion oooffioient , given in Fie. (4.9-C) for film thicknoss 

of' a = 50 i . 
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Fie. (11-.9 - K) 

Refleotanoe resulting from the oomputed values of the refraotive index 

ana extinotion ooeffioient , given in Fie. (4.9 - B) for film thiokness 

of d= 150 R. 
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Reflectanoe resulting from the computed values of the refractive index 

and extinction coefficient, given in Fig. (4.9 -c) for film thickness 

of d = 150 i. 
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Fig. ( 4. 9 - M) 

Reflectanoe resulting from the computed values of the refractive index 

and extinction coefficient, given in Fig. (4.9-A) for film thickness 

of d = 300 R. 
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ENERGY (EV) 

Fig. ( 4. 9 - If) 

Refleotanoe resulting frO!" ··t;h~ a~m.putecl values or the Z'f)fraotiVf3 index 

atld extinotion coeffioient , eiven in Fig. (b.9-B) ror film thiokness 

o~ d = 300 R. 
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Refleotance reBultine from the oomruted ve,lues of the :oefraotive in(l"Jx 

ana extinotion ooeffioient , given in,Fig. (4.9-C) for film thiolmoBB 

of d = 300 ~ • 
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of reducins the absolute slope of the plasma ease. and increasing the 

value of the !:':i.ninn.lm roflectanceo 

A shift of the plasma edec j~ frequency with. temperature may b~ 

abservedo This may be primarily due to a change in the electron 

effective mass with temperature , /31/ .. The mean free collision 

time increases: on cooling and it may bocome very large in high 

purity metals at low temperatures o 

All the discrepancies' obnerved in Figs. (4.9) are mainly due to 

the fitting subroutine used by the plotter. 

Electroreflcctenca in Het .. ~ls . . 

~ha electrorefloctance (ER) of a metal has already. been defined 

as ~R/ R 0 V/here R is the reflectance and Ll R is the change 

of' the reflectance ,. due to the application of e. strons electri~ 

field on the surface of a metal. 

It. is well established. experimentally, that the main peaks of the. 

eleotroreflectance spectrum for metals occur always, in the r9gion 

of the, plasma edge. This. means that the electroreflectance effect . 
in this, frequency region is; associated with the free - electron 

plasma oscillationBo This iaindeed the case .. The plasma frequency, 

which determines, the location of the plasma edge in the' spectrWll , 

is" a. :t:\ulction of the carriers density (N) as it can be seen from 

Eqo (1 0 3). It has been verified experimentally /h/,/12/ that" the 

application of a atrong electric field on the surface of a metal 

chn;~es the optical oonstants: and consequently the reflectivity of 

the surface region. However, the applied electric field affeots; the 

= 
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!"rea electron conc(mtration in tho surface region o }'rotn Drude's model 

it becoJ:\es oleaI' that a charge in U can be expressed macroscoliically 

as a change of the optical.col1stants of' the surface regio11 o And 

oonvernely 0. ohange in the optical properties donotes a ohange· in H. 

It can 1)0 pr.oved that a suitable chaI'l-ee of' the optical constants or 

the surface region c:beates a frequency shift: of the plasma edge. This 

alrea.dy hf'.s, been shown for gold /4/0' 

Also the maxirm.lm cho.nee in the optical constants occurs at that resion 

of the speotrum , at which their rDlte of change with wavelength is 

high. This ha.ppens in the region where the plasma. edge is located. 

So· , we must oxpect the maxit:ltun change in I::. 3. in the spectral region 

of' the plasma coCe. ConseCluentlythe max:tmur.1 of the r.orme.lized change 

of !l R (1.0 00 the ER' peak) will oorrespond to the plasme. eoge 

frequency - reeio110 

The derivative _like: shape of the ER speotrum gave Hansen a.nd Prostak 

/1.1/ the; mons i;upression that the eleotroref'leotanoe speotrum is simply 

8; normalized first - derivative of the reflectivity withres!,eot to 

energyo This model :i.B; of course inapplic:::-bleo For a metal such as .Ag, 

whioh e:drlbits a pronounced reflectivity minimum at about 3.9 eV , 

peaks of both siens: should occur in the ER spectrum~ But this does 

not happen /1/ I /20/ t /21/0 ' Only on~ peak has. been observed, 

oorrespondinG to the frequenoy reeion of the plasma edgeo ~1doh means 

that the ER effeot is. related to intraband transitions , !!ond the 

contribution of the intDrband transitions should oonsidered as negli-

sible. Therefore , the low frequency eleotrio field which produces 

tho ohanges.in the optical oonstanta of' the surfaoe region and con5e-

quently the ohf!,~es in R ,modulates only the intraband transitions 

, 
, ., 
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ana. leaves the interhand transitions unefi'ectedo 

This is against HcIntyre - Aspnes /13/ model which takes into account 

the contributio>.' from the interband. transitions o 

We must expect then a peak in the ER spectrum Qach time the optical 

constants, chp..nge rapidly with wo.ve:1eJ.'l..gth. and this change is due mainly 

tointraband trensitionso This approach explains qualitatively the ~hape 

of the whole experimental ER Sllectrum in free - electron metals I s\.lch 

as' Au J Ag , Zn etco 

It can be aonclu(led that the ER effect in metals is associated with 

the intrc.band transitions; and it is d'uO to the modulation of the free. 

electron consentration on the surface regiono 

It ia; difficult to find .out how the free - electron density profile , 

at the surfaca; , changes; with the moduL'ltins electric: field, or its 

a~tual shape for a Btea~ stateo What we can estimate is , the penetra

tion depth of the low - frequency electric fieldo The Thomas -. :b'ermi 

screening length for a metal is approximato~ 00 5 Angstroms /20/ • 

Assuming an exnonent1al - like free - olectron density profile in 

this ultra - thin surface region, we can postulate that the applied 

elec·trio field ~n the metal - surface changes. only the optical constants 

of the interfaceo Which means that the local changes I in R can be 

expressed in terms of ~ n and .f~k et Where b.n and ~k 

are rospec:tive.1y the local changes in refractive index B.nd extinction 

coefficient of the bulk metal. , because of the application of the 

lolv frequency modulating electric field on. ita surface. 

Based on these simple statements a new model will be proposed to 

explain the ER effec.t in metalso 
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·It is. assumed now tha.t tho application of a strong electric field on 

the surfaoe of the eleotrode perturbes the optical constants of. a 

ultra thin layer (}1-THANCED L..~YER ). If 

of refraotion of the bulk metal n. + ~ ii 

-n is the oomplex index 

is the oomplex index of 

refraction of the enhanced layer, Fig.(~10)o 

The complex Fresnel ooefficionts for interfaoe 1 and 2 are given 

respectively by 

- 11-_ - n - n + Ut - n + n t - fjn + j (k + Ilk) 
r 1 =-
• 

~ . 
n + n L + An - j (k + l1 k ) 

and 
- ii + (n· + b. n ) -r"2 :: ------- = _ .. -~----------

n + (n + ~ n ) n + n L +.6n - j (k +I1R) 

(4.35) 

where i.s the real refraotive index of the ell?ctrolyte sclutio~. 

The energy refleotances are given respeotively by 

(4.36) 

(4.37) 

.--~---- ~----------- -----~.-- -~. 

I The ohange of the refraative index is graduated in£~.~~ t 
,.. . _ ... .. ,,. ", i:i-
Consequently the system oan be· -treated 

.~ . 
,.the gold film. 

as. one interface io e. the total refleotance , R , of the system is· 

yield by 
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4
0
6 Electroreflectr.noe of ,n. Gold - Mirror h"'lectroa.e .=:::;;.;;.;;.~;;;..._~;.;.;...;..;. _____ = . ..-__ I • 

Considor a. gold - mirror electrode )7ith a'modulating eleci;ric i':ielu. 

Ilpplic(!. 0:.'1 :i:ts surfa.ce • 

The complex :!i'resnel coefficient of refleotion. for the gold - electrolyte 

interfa.ce is 

(n- jk) 
2 2 ,2 

+ 2 jkn rJ n - n
L -n -K - L (403;~) r = .. . ::. -("-- ) 2 .~ 2-

nL+(n- jk) n
L 

+ n +.: 

Consequently the energy reflectance of the same in:;el':f'ace j,s eiven b:r 

R ::: r r:) :. 

where n ana. k are respectively the refractive in(lex and the 

extinction coefficient; of gold 0 n
L 

is the refra.otive index of ' 

the elec-'w:olyteo The change ~ P.. of the ene;:'~- reflcctnnco can bo 

expressed ill terms of the cha.nges of the optioal constants of the 

surfp.ce of tbp. cold. mi'::-ror , by aifferentiati."l!; Eq .. 404.0 with 

respect to IT 0 Where fj IT is the cr.c'lnge of the free elec tron 
" 

concentration- on the surface 0 Takinc the normalizea change of the 

reflectance , in other words: the ~Agnitude of the ER effect we 

have 

,RLlU 
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1;i:alcing use of Drude's OCl'.1ations (EClS. (lh27) , (~ .• 28) ) b. n/111i and 

A k / ~ IT can be expressed as 

lJJ~ 
2. 

WH 

and 

assuming 

k « 't \.).) 

This aSSUIlll)tlon can. be verified using as 't: 

from the section 4.3 and as· k , . the highest value of k which 

:i,s. approximatelly h 0 • 

ConputeI' calou.lations· of the quantity as a ft'm.ction 

of energy give a speotral a.istribution for the magni tuc1c of the ER 

effeot , pad or wh10h is presented in Fig • (lfo. 11) • COInpairing our 

theoritical results~ with the oxperimental results of other researchel.'s/2¥ 

in the case of external reflection speo.trosoopy , we fillC1 tbat it fits 

satisfacto!"'J 'I7i th the cx]?erj.montal :Ea spectrum of eoh1. 

Aocordine to oqs. (4.1 .. 1) ,(4.42) and (4,,43) a general expression of 

our model can be given by . 

2 AN -2 = f(n,k)Wp'!r'W 

The above formula includes. the term f (n , k) , which is a function 

of the optical consta.nts of the bulk golde> Consequently the ER 

speotrum is determined by the optical constants , the plasma frequency 
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and the normalized change at the free - electron conoentraU,on at the 

8tU~face of the Bold beoause of the modulating" electric fieldo 

On the other hn~d the ER spectrum "is independent of the depth of the 

induced perturba.tion in the optical pro!>erties of the metE.I (i. eo the 

soreening leJ:'l~th ) 0 Hence the ER effect deponds upon the continuous 

chango of the free - electron surface - concentration which tho incident 

I:teht tI seesll 
0 

40.6 0 1, Applioation of 'bhe Prof'los~d Mooel in the Case of' Silvor 

As :1.t has already beon stated , silver exhibits a plasma edee at about 

309 cV I and a. sharp iner"ea.se of the refleotance just above the plasma 

frequ~noy I characteristic of interband transitions. 

This charac.teristic feature of the reflectance spectr-uffi of silver Vlill 

help the verificc.tion of the proposed "model .. 

The prediction of our modol I iooo Eqo (4.45) I Ylas used for the evaluation 

of the ER spectrum of a silver - mirror electrode. The optical constants 

of silver used w~re taken from /19a/ and /19b/. ~e.e.. f=i.<o' (4.Ba). 

Fisso (4012) and (4013) show the results; for the reflectance and ER 

spectrum o~ silverrespeotivelyo 

The sharp ER peak is located at the. photon - energy resion of the 

plasma edgeo This is in fairly good agreement with tha experimental 

results of other researchers: /1/ , /20/ and /21/ 0 

Tho existed discrepanoies may due to the values of the optical constants 

usod and to the fact that the values of the optical constants, of 
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Calculated reflectance 
spectrum of silver as a 
function of film 
thickness. 
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referenoe /19~ are lower than these of referenoe /19b/. 

The refleotanoe curves correspond to different film thioknesses and 

have been drawn point by point to demostrate gaps and discontinuities 

in the values of tho optioal oonstants used for silver. 

computer caloulations of the electron free collision time and lattice 

dieleotrio constant of silver , as in the case of gold , have shown 

that the approximations of our model are valid for silver in the 

used speotral region. 

4. 7 ER and :m Ef.feot in Thin Films of Gold 

. The ER effect in thin films of gold oan be explained in the same way 

as in the case of a gold - mirror electrode , i.e. considering that 

the optical oonstants of the gold - electrolyte interfaoe only change 

with the applied eleotrio field. The gold - substrate interface remains 

unaffected. This assumption is basea on the fact that the screening 

length in metals is of the order of 0.1 R • Hence, if the thickness 

of the film is more than 70 j , the gold - substrate interface remains 

lUlarfeoted from any pertur~ation which occurs at the gold - electrolyte 

interface ,sinoethe depth of the perturbation is only 0.1. j . 

The normalized change of the energy reflectance for a thin film can 

be expressed in terms of the normalized change of the Fresnel coeffioient 

for the gold - electrolyte interface , with the aid of Eq. (4.10) , as 

AR 
= 

RLlN 

Evaluation of the ER spectrum using tho optioal constants of bulk gold 
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give the curve ahovm in Fig. (4.14) • The ER spectrum of this figure' 

has been calculated for a gold film of thiclmcss 400.R. The shape of 
. 

the spectrum and tho position of the peak'ero in very good agreement 

with the experimental results of gold films of the same thiclcness. 

Following the sruoe proceduro the normalized change of energy transmit-

tance can be expressed 8.S 

baT 

TAN 
= 

-

Evalua.tion of the ET spectrum using the optical constants of bulk 

gold gave the curve shown in Fig. (4.15). The ID' spectrum ot; this fi

g~ has been oalculated for a. gold film or thiclmess 300 i. ,The 

shape of the spectrum and the position of the peak are in very good 

a.greement with the experimental results of gold films of the same 

thiclmess. 

However , when the thiokness of the films is of the order of magnitude 

of a characteristic path length of the electrons in metals (i.e. 100 i 
approximately ) ,the fi~r.'.ls ' exhibit 80~e particular optical properties /22/. 

Hence, a different approach will be proposed for the evaluation of the 

ER and ET speotra of very thin films of gold, in the spectral region 

of the plasma edge. 

As has already been shown, in the speotral region of the plasma edge 

of an ideal metal, the reflectance is equal to 1 for w = w and 
. p 
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fa.lls to zero as w tends to (.Qo. (1)0 is given by Eq. (4.31) and 

OJ -0) is given by Eq.(4.32). The relative change in wavelength 
o p 

for wInch the reflectance falls from one to zero is always small in 

. the· case of gold • In other words the gold films hav~ well define.d 

plasma edge • Consequently the position of the plasma edge can be 

determined from the plasma frequency. So, in the spectral region of 

the plasma edge 

or 

(4.48) 

Similar~ for the ET· 

I::. T b.T 

UN = }.i T LH.O 

where 

(4.50) 

Thus, in the spectral region of the plasma edge, the ER and ET spectra 

can be evaluated from the absolute·slope of the reflectance and 

transmittl!llce spectra respectiyely. 

The results of this approach are in good agreement with the experimental 
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Applioation of the proposed model in the oase of 

a gold film of thiokness 4oo~R. 
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results. Fig. (1~_.16) shows the ca.lculated ER speotra of three films 

of gold ---. A curve-fitting subroutine was used to find the ma thema tica.l 

expression for the experimental ourve R=f(E). Fig. (4.17) shows 

the 'calculated ET spectrum of a thin gold film of thi91mess 100 j , 

aocording to the same approach. 

The calculated-ER and ET spectra of veI~ thin films of gold are in 

good agreement with the experlllontal ER and ET spectra. 
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4.8 structure of the Gold Films 

The struoture of some gold films of different thiclmesses was examined 

with the aid of a soanning electron microscope •. The examination 

proved that the films were oontinuous and they had smooth surfaoes. 

A very thin film of gold about 30 .R thick was prepared under the 

conditions which have alrea~ been described. Examination of this film 

with a transmission scanning microscope gave the pictures of Figs. (4.18) 

and (40 19) 0 

Fig. (4.18) shows the typical struoture of a gold film of thickness 

30 .i • Although the thiol~ess is only 30 .R the "islands'" of gold 

on the glass substrate have been connected and the film is not 

(l.isoontinuous • Henoe, '1 t can be, oonoluded that a film of gold of 

thiclmess 100 K , prepared under the same oonditions, is a oontinuous 

film. Unfortunately it was impossible to use the same technique to. 

examine gold films thicker than ,50 - 60 .R ,because they were very 

thiok for the transmission miorosoope used. 

Fig. (4.19) shows a ball of gold on th~ surface of the film. Detailed 

examination of three more samples proved that there was not any other 
", 

similar efieot on the surfaces of the examined samples. 

4.9 ER aB a Function of the Modulating Voltage and the Anodic Bias 

It was stated in the introduction that the double layer oapacity is 

responsible for the high eleotricfield applied on the surface of the 

gold eleotrode. If C is the double layer capacitance and AN the 

total excess concentration of free electrons per unit volume required 

to shield the applied electric field on the surface of the electrode 



Fig. (4.18) 

Typical structure of a gold film of thickness 30 ~ 
o deposited at substrate temperature 25 c. 

Fig. (4.19) 

Droplet o~ gold on the surface of one of the 

speciments. It was the only one observed • 
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we can Vlri te 

A!L _ .illL .. Ai. 
N' - eNd. . (4.51) 

'f~here' Eo. ia the poteb~;.~~~t:~.;~~:;~~~otr~de , A ·is,.:::t~~~;· 
. ~-~! ~""_o.,t: .. :..., ~t~l. :. 4 • ..: .• :-~ •• ;,': • I • " ." . ..'..: . .t-' .- • 

'.meotiv8 ar*a'.·ot the eleotrode~~arid' '0: the soreening length • 
• ,_, _. ____ _ ~._ .. .h ,. ~ __ . ______ ~ _______ : ___________ ~ 

Substitution of the above relation in Eq. (4.45) yields 

The magnitudo of the ER effeot is thus linear~ dependent on both the 

applied voltage and the d.ouble layer cap~oi ty~.~ For C=4x1 0"';5:8'/. E::O~'$V,"" 
I •. .. ',~ > '~8 ---:-- ----- -' ---- . -- --------~---- ... _-..' . -" I • 1 "; , •. ,.... .' ~ t.., {",' 

"N=8x102 m-3 a:nd A=1.2x10-3m2 : d=3R "which is not far frori{the given',:'" ' 
. "', -.-.,'" -.' 

j ..... < , •• 

:vliJ.ue·· of . .' a. f'or" met~is • .... ' . '- ~~~ . 
The linear dependence of the value of the ER effect on the applied 

modulating voltage (V ) has been verified experimentally; Fig. (3.7). m ' 
a~R increases linearly with the applied voltage until the voltage 

reaches the value of O. r;v peak • After this value the magnitude of the 

ER deoreases oontinuously beacauae ev~lution of o%ygen and hydrogen 

takes placo. 

Cahan et al /23/ have observed that the speotral ER peaks shift to 

lower energies with inoreasing anodio bias. The predictions of our 

model (i.e. Eq. (4.52) ) eXplain this feature of the ER'effect in 

metals. The applied biasing voltages on the surrace of the electrode 

ohange local~ the free - electron cono~ntration • So, the plasma frequency 

of the free - eleotron gas at the interfaoe is shifted to lower energies. 

We have assumed that the applied field does not modulate the Fermi 

level and that the bound eleotrons are unaffected. Also,:,1t has. 
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been. assumed thr~t the perturbation of the optical properties of the 

interface only is responsible for the ER effect in metals. 

The second feature whioh Caham et al have observed, i.e. the broadening 

of the ER peaks when the potential of the electrode is approximately' 

greater than 1.0 V SCE, does not concern us as they had exceeded 

the linear region of the ER effect and other phenomena took place. 

For example chemiadsorption of speoies on the surface of the electrode 

can account for that. 

Also,it can be seen from Eq. (4.52) that the Ea effect is sensitive 

to changes in the double l~yer capacitance, resulting from changes in 

the double layer stucture with potential,specific adsorption of ions, 

impurity adsorption and surface - film formation •. 

In the region where the .ER depends linearly upon the applied modulating 

voltage the double layer capacitance should remain approxima.tely constant. 

The only effect which takes place is a local perturbation of the 

optical constants of the surface of the electrode. In other words the 

term ELECTROREFLECTAlICE describes a pure field - induced modulation 

effect. Unfortunately thi~ term is used some times to define optical 

effects of chemical origin , e.g. chemiadsorption • 

All the effects which have been described and discussed are field 

induced modulation effectso 

Fig. (3.8).shows the variation of the magnitude of the ER effect at 

2.3eV as a function of the modulation frequency at 0.8v peak -to-peak. 

The three curves 1. ,2 and 3 correspond to three different gold films 

of thickness 350 j , 200 R arid 160·.R respectively. The magnitude of 

the ER effect remains approximately constant over a wide frequency 
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region i. e. from 0 - 1, KHz. After that p~int the ER sta.rts decreasing. 

This is in"accordance to other researchers·/8/, who have observed that 

" "the ER is indopendent from the frequency only up to a maximum frequency 

of 1.2KHz • 

The independence" of I1P/R from frequency,in the frequency region 0 -1KHz 

may be explained in terms of the double layer capacitance ,which should 

remain constant in the same frequency region. 

4. 10 The Maf21i tude of the ER 

The magnitude of the ER effect depends upon the thicknesc of the film 

in ~he cdse of the Internal Reflection Spectroscopy (rRS). This is 

obvious from the calculated and the experimental results. 

The magnitude of the ER is 2X104 et 2.4eV for a single reflection and 

a gold film 100 .R thiok. Hansen and Pollak /8/ report a value tOOX10-4 

using a 50 R gold film at the same energy of light. However they 

used multiple reflections (5 in all) to illcrea.se the magnitude of the 

effect. When reduced to one reflection this figure becomes 3X10-4 which 

is similar to that reported here. 

Fig. (1.6) shows experimental data found in the literature. Differences 

exist in the magnitude and the sign of the experimental resulta of 

various researchers. 

4.11 Reflectance Modulation Using a Schottky Barrier 

Sohott~ diodes have been used recently /24/ ,/25/ for the study of 

the ER effect in semiconductors. The Schott~ diode is based upon the 
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Schottky barrier, which is a physical barrier at a metal-semiconductor 

interface /27/ e_ To explain the nature of the physical barrier consider 

an ideal oontact b&tween a. metal of work 'funotion cp and an n-type 

semiconduotor. Before equilibrium has been established the energy 

band soheme may be represented by Fig. (4.10). 

It is known that the effeotive work function of semiconductor is given 

by the energy differenco between its Fermi level and the vacuum level; 
. 

let this differenco be <Po • Thus if' c?o< q, , eleotrons will floVl 

from the semiconduotor into the metal. Consequently the metal acquires 

a negative surfaoe oharge and the semiconductor oharges up positively. 

Now beoause the density of donors is reletively small, the donors will 

beoome ionized over a region which extents into the semioonductor, 

i.e. a spaceoharge is oreated. The thiokness of the barrier layer thus 
. 
formed can be estimated using the Poisson differntial equation for the 

potential energy of an electron in this region. 

To a first approximation the equivalent circuit of the contact may be 

represented by a,voltage - dependent capacitor in parallel with a non

linear resistor, the combination being in sariea with the bulk resistance 

of the semiconduotor. 

The Sohottky barrier must be distinuis~ed from ohemical barrier layers 

whioh may be present betweenthc metal and semiconduotor as a result 

of chemioal preparation. 

Reflectanoe modulation using ~,Schottky diode depends on the formation 

of a Sohottky barrier when a thin semitransparent metal film is 

deposited on the reflecting place of a semioonductor. Light reflected 

from the interfaoe may then be modulated in intensity in the same manner 

as ooours with the electrolytio interfaoe. Schottky diodes are 
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comaratively easy to fabricate and could be appl~ed to a wide range of 

materials and wavelengths. Despite the intensive investigation of motal

semiconductor junctions as recti~ing contacts and optical detecto~s 

the Schottky barrier has only recently been used for ZR measurements 

in semiconductors. It was shown that for a gold on GaAs schottky 

diode, the magnitude of ZR was similar to the.t obtainable with an 

electrolytic cell, but the energy resolution was an order of magnituCie 

greater. In this case the modulation spectrunl due to the semiconductor 

vias investigated, but the possil)Hii;y arises of observing reflectance 

modulation due to the metal itself corresponding to the plasma edge. 

Based on this fact vie investigated the ER spectrun of gold using a 

gold - silicon Schottky diode. 

Reflectance modulation was: observed similar to that with the electr01ytic 

cell. Fig. (3.17) and Fie. (30 16) show the magnitude of' the observed 

effectaa a fwlction of the value of the modulating voltage and the 

frequency of the modulating signal. 

The spectI'tlIl obtained is similar to that expected for a very thin film 

of gold,near its· plasma edge. The only disadvantage was the very noisy 

ER signal. 

It seems that the ER of silicon in the optical region of the plasma 

edge of the gold film does not exhibit any substantial structure /26/. 

Otherwise it could be impossible to distinguish the ER spectrum of the 

gold film from the one of the silicon • 

The application of a negative ·D. C.- bias on the Schottky dioo.e reduces 

the capacitance of the Schott;y barrier as it is shown in Fig.(2.16). 

Consequent~ the magnitude of the ER effect must be decreased. This. 
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has illdeed been observed in the experimental ER speotra of the Sohottky 
-"" 

diodo ; Fig. (3014) and Fig. (3.15) • 
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• It has' been shown that theoptical proper,tics of evaporated films of 

gold in the visible part of the spectrum may be predicted as a function 

of ~ir thickness and chanGes of free electron concentration. The optical 

constants of gold were used in a co~putcr program for thin film 

behaviour. 

Also, it has been shorm experimentally and theoretically that the peak 

of 'the ER spectl~ in thin films of gold occurs in the spectral region 

of the plasma edge. 

Finally t'he ET speotrum of thin films of gold ,exhibits two peaks of 

opposite sign corresponding to the two edges of the energy - transmit

tanoe spectrum of the thin films of gold. 
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